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ABSTRACT
Thermal expansion is historically reported as an average coecient to
estimate the change in dimensions of a material as it is heated or cooled.
This average works well for approximating thermal expansion in
high-symmetry crystals, but for low-symmetry crystals (monoclinic,
triclinic), anisotropy in a system shows a deviation from averages. The
Coecient of Thermal Expansion Analysis Suite (CTEAS) has been
developed to calculate and visualize thermal expansion properties of
crystalline materials in three dimensions. The software can be used to
determine the independent terms of the second rank thermal expansion
tensor using hkl values, corresponding dhkl listings, and lattice constants
obtained from powder XRD patterns collected at dierent temperatures.
Using CTEAS, a researcher can also visualize the anisotropy of this
essential material property in three dimensions. In depth understanding of
the thermal expansion of crystalline materials can be a useful tool in
understanding the thermal properties of materials with temperature when
correlated with the crystal structure. (D.Q.)
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Thermal Expansion is dened as \the tendency of matter to change in
volume in response to a change in temperature [1]." This is a concept that
is well understood in research, but the study of metallic crystals has led the
research community to treat thermal expansion as a simple coecient that
can be referenced from a manual. It is in fact, much more complicated than
a scalar value, especially in the study of ceramics and low-symmetry
crystals. Industry has yet to develop a tool for reporting thermal expansion
as a multidimensional entity and thus relies on obtaining and reporting
average coecients of thermal expansion. The continued reporting of
thermal expansion in anisotropic crystals as an average shows a need to
dene a more advanced method and tool for reporting thermal expansion.
1.2 Scope of the Research
The Coecient of Thermal Expansion Analysis Suite (CTEAS) is a
program that calculates thermal expansion in a crystalline material. Its
development is herein documented and it is applied to seven crystal systems
following the same order of steps. These crystal systems are included as a
proof of concept that precedes an in-depth scientic analysis. Thus, the
scope of this research is to document the development of CTEAS and
perform a CTEAS analysis to a set of crystal systems that represent the
seven crystal symmetries and the rhombohedral symmetry. A discussion of
the steps taken to estimate uncertainty in calculated thermal expansion
tensors is provided in later chapters.
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Discussion of code optimization techniques and potential time-saving
routines is outside the scope of this thesis. CTEAS is a computer program
and as such is constantly in development. It is also an open-source
implementation that can potentially rely on a development community for
optimization. Discussion of these factors lies outside the scope of this
thesis.
1.3 Overview
This thesis provides an in-depth understanding of thermal expansion as a
phenomenon. It then uses this understanding to validate the development
of the Coecient of Thermal Expansion Analysis Suite (CTEAS), a
program written to calculate thermal expansion in three-dimensional space.
Verication of the CTEAS program is then provided through its successful
use of data that represent the seven crystal symmetries as well as the
rhombohedral symmetry. The results are then compared to literature and a
case is built to demonstrate that the data obtained from CTEAS is
accurate and complete in comparison to thermal expansion data being
currently reported in the literature. A concluding discussion provides
insight into the potential application of the CTEAS program in both





2.1 Thermal Expansion and Symmetry Considerations
Strain () caused by thermal expansion is represented by a coecient ()
multiplied by temperature. Measurements taken by dilatometry have
physically demonstrated this relationship. Strain itself can be represented






dl is the change in measured length
l is initial length.
A coecient of thermal expansion can be shown as a function of measured







where dT is change in temperature.
Isotropic materials, such as most metals, exhibit the same strain behavior
in all directions [2]. This behavior has led to the use of a scalar coecient
to explain thermal expansion in any direction in a material, as seen in Eqn.
2.2. Many materials, especially crystalline ceramics, behave anisotropically;
that is, they do not exhibit the same strain behavior in all directions. The
relationship between strain and thermal expansion in anisotropic materials
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must then take directionality into account and utilize tensor notation:0B@ 11 12 1312 22 23
13 23 33
1CA =





Since strain in an anisotropic system is represented as a second-rank
symmetric tensor and change in temperature is always a scalar, thermal
expansion must also be a second-rank symmetric tensor. Eqn. 2.3 shows
that there are six independent components in the strain tensor, requiring
there to be six independent measurements of strain in a system to
characterize its thermal expansion. There are however, varying levels of
symmetry as seen in Table 2.1 that can limit this number of independent
measurements. Neumann's principle states that the symmetry properties of
a crystal must follow the symmetry properties of its point group [4]. By
this principle, this set of symmetry conditions can be dened:
Table 2.1: The Seven Crystal Symmetry Conditions
Symmetry Lattice Conditions Angular Conditions Ind. Meas.
Cubic a = b = c  =  =  = 90 1
Tetragonal a = b 6= c  =  =  = 90 2
Orthorhombic a 6= b 6= c  =  =  = 90 3
Hexagonal a = b 6= c  =  = 90,  = 120 3
Trigonal a = b = c  =  =  6= 90 2
Monoclinic a 6= b 6= c  =  = 90,  6= 90 4
Triclinic a 6= b 6= c  6=  6=  6= 90 6
It should be noted that for high-symmetry crystals, measurements of the
thermal expansion along axial directions of the unit cell will yield a
complete thermal expansion prole. For low-symmetry crystals, o-axis
measurements are also necessary to gain enough independent
measurements. This can be achieved easily using X-ray diraction
techniques. In particular, in-situ high-temperature X-ray diraction
(HTXRD) oers the ability to study the thermal expansion of a crystal as
it is being heated or cooled.
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2.2 Current Methods for Measuring Thermal
Expansion
The phenomenon of thermal expansion has been measured by various
methods throughout history. Two of these methods for measuring thermal
expansion are dilatometry and X-ray diraction. The current industry
standard for measuring an average thermal expansion is dilatometry.
Dilatometry measures the change in length of a sample as it is heated.
Polycrystalline ceramic samples are typically measured in this fashion. The
randomly-oriented grain structure of a polycrystalline sample forces the
dilatometer to measure the overall change in length of a sample based on
random grain orientation contributions. Therefore, only an average change
in length can be measured.
Single-crystal measurements using dilatometry can also be made, but the
growth of a single crystal can be very expensive in both cost and time.
Through the measurement of a single crystal, the thermal expansion along
a specic direction can be measured. The a, b, and c crystal axes are
typically reported in literature. As shown previously, for low-symmetry
crystals there is a need for more than three independent measurements of
thermal expansion to characterize the complete thermal expansion prole of
a crystal. Coupled with the cost of producing a single crystal, this method
of single-crystal dilatometry does not provide a viable solution to
characterizing thermal expansion in low-symmetry crystals.
The use of X-ray diraction on polycrystalline samples or powdered
samples to measure the thermal expansion in multiple orientations of a
crystal at once has led to a solution for characterizing the complete thermal
expansion prole of a crystal. As an X-ray beam passes through the
crystalline sample, it diracts o of the atoms in the crystal to produce a
pattern that can be recorded and later analyzed. The renement of
diraction patterns to obtain atomic positioning information can also yield
information about specic planes of expansion in a crystalline unit cell.
These hkl planes can be used as independent measurements of change in
spacing with temperature; since there are many independent planes to be
analyzed, a complete thermal expansion prole for the crystal can be
determined. The diculty in calculating thermal expansion from X-ray
diraction data lies in the complexity of the data and the amount of time
5
required to perform an analysis. A solution to this problem will be





3.1 Development of Algorithm to Calculate Thermal
Expansion Tensors
Calculation of a thermal expansion tensor from rened patterns collected
from X-ray diraction experiments is a complex process that will be outlined
in the following sections. The process follows the generalized steps below:
1. Convert 2 values to d-spacing using Bragg's Law [5]
2. Calculate hkl for each hkl plane listed in data
3. Determine the thermal expansion tensor, ij, at a single temperature
using hkl from the previous step
4. Determine the thermal expansion tensor for all requisite temperatures
Bragg's law gives the angles for X-ray scattering from a crystalline lattice.
Rearranged for the purpose of this thesis, Eqn. 3.1 shows how d-spacing can





3.1.1 Calculation of hkl for hkl Planes
The concept of thermal expansion has been shown by Eqn. 2.2. It has
also been mentioned that for low-symmetry crystals, multiple independent
measurements of thermal expansion in many directions must be taken to
determine a complete thermal expansion tensor. When directionality is taken
into account in a crystalline unit cell, thermal expansion can be modied to
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represent the distance between hkl planes. This representation, shown in








As an example of this, Figure 3.1 shows the change in thermal expansion
with increasing temperature in the `a' lattice parameter of orthorhombic
mullite (Al6Si2O13). A detailed analysis of this system will be provided in
Chapter 4. The visible trend in the data shows promise for the application
of a mathematical model. A search through literature revealed that H.
Kuppers assigned a varying-order polynomial to a similar trend and was
able to determine a thermal expansion coecient for a high-symmetry
crystal [6]. Eqn. 3.3 shows this relationship. Kuppers' model is useful for
high-symmetry crystals, but for low-symmetry crystals more information
about o-axis expansion must be determined.
Figure 3.1: Plot of the a Lattice Parameter and its Change with Increasing






= An;0 + An;1T + An;2T
2 (3.3)
Since data for this thesis were taken using X-ray diraction, many more
planes of expansion can be modeled with Eqn. 3.3 if the \A" coecients can
be determined for each hkl plane. The middle and right portions of Eqn. 3.3
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show that a dierential equation has been formed. Rearranging the equation












The solution to Eqn. 3.4 is shown in Eqn. 3.5. Using linear regression
techniques, a value for the \A" coecients can be determined. The non-log
forms of the \A" coecients can then be substituted back into Eqn. 3.3 to
yield a thermal expansion coecient in a specic hkl plane as a function of
temperature.
ln dhkl;T = ln dhkl;T0+An;0 (T   T0)+
1
2
An;1 (T   T0)2+1
3
An;2 (T   T0)3 (3.5)
3.1.2 Determination of CTE Tensor from hkl at Temperature
The value hkl is the magnitude of thermal expansion in the corresponding
hkl plane. Since it is known that thermal expansion can be represented as a
second-rank tensor, it is reasonable to show a relation between this magnitude
of thermal expansion and the thermal expansion tensor itself. Eqn. 3.6 shows
the relationship of the CTE tensor to a set of X, Y , and Z coordinates in
the Cartesian coordinate system. A system of these equations can be used
to solve for ij if X, Y , Z, and hkl are known [7]. hkl has been determined




2 + 212XY + 223Y Z + 213XZ (3.6)
The X, Y , and Z variables in Eqn. 3.6 are in relation to a vector in
Cartesian space. Since hkl planes exist in crystallographic space, a method
for converting reliably between coordinate systems is necessary both to
convert the planar normal of a hkl plane to Cartesian coordinates and to
facilitate the graphical representation of data using computer graphing
utilities based in Cartesian space.
In order to solve for the ij coecients in Eqn. 3.6, a system of equations
equal to the number of unknown coecients must be created. For example,
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a minimum of six hkl planes with corresponding d-spacing measurements is
required to determine the ij coecients in a triclinic system. Table 2.1 can
be referenced for the number of measurements based on higher symmetries.
Each hkl has a planar normal that can be converted to a vector in Cartesian
coordinates using Eqn. 3.7. These Cartesian coordinates can then be used
as the X, Y , and Z values in Eqn. 3.6.0B@ XY
Z
1CA =







A1;1 = a sin 
A1;2 = b












A3;1 = a cos 
A3;2 = b cos
A3;3 = c
(3.8)
Eqn. 3.7 is based on the resolution of the crystallographic axis system into
X, Y , and Z components through trigonometry. Figure 3.2 shows how this
concept can be visualized. The crystallographic coordinate system, when
overlaid upon the Cartesian coordinate system shows that each axis can be
resolved into components that contribute to distance along a Cartesian axis.
These sine and cosine components are the Ai;j variables in Eqn. 3.7. Their
form follow Eqns. 3.8.
Orientation of the system relies on IEEE standards for ensuring that the
c-axis of the crystallographic coordinate system is aligned with the Z-axis
of the Cartesian coordinate system [8]. If the  angle in the system is 90,
the b-axis should align with the Y -axis of the Cartesian system, however the
X-axis will lie in the a-c plane of the crystallographic coordinate sytem. In
high symmetries where  =  =  = 90, X and a are coincident as well.
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Figure 3.2: Overlay of Cartesian Coordinate System on Triclinic
Coordinate System Using IEEE Standard.
A set of more than six hkl expansion planes is typically obtained from
data, resulting in an over-determined system of equations. The solution to an
over-determined system requires the implementation of algorithms that many
analysis packages, such as MATLAB already contain. Therefore, reliance on
the solution capabilities of MATLAB is used to determine the ij coecients
in Eqn. 3.6.
3.1.3 Application over a Range of Temperatures
For each desired temperature, the algorithm described previously must be
applied to calculate a thermal expansion tensor. Over a range of
temperatures, changes in this tensor can show trends in thermal expansion.
These trends can be correlated with atomic positioning to show directions
of strong or weak bonding in a unit cell.
3.1.4 Plotting Thermal Expansion
A second-rank tensor such as a thermal expansion tensor can be plotted in
three-dimensional Cartesian space as an ellipsoid [4]. A method for plotting
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a representative surface of a thermal expansion ellipsoid, called a quadric
surface, involves isolating points on a unit sphere and \expanding" the
sphere into the shape of the quadric. The isolated Cartesian coordinates of
a single point on the sphere can be converted using an inverse of Eqn. 3.7
to coordinates in crystallographic space. This set of coordinates can be
used as the direction of a vector normal to a hkl plane. With a hkl
determined and a thermal expansion tensor, the thermal expansion in that
plane can be determined. This can be done for many points along the
sphere until a surface can be created. This surface, a representation quadric
of a thermal expansion ellipsoid, can represent the thermal expansion in
three-dimensional space of a crystal at a given temperature. Subsequent
plots of thermal expansion with increasing temperature can show the
change in the representation quadric. This will be demonstrated later in
this thesis.
3.2 CTERun - Command Line Implementation
The concept for calculating and plotting a thermal expansion ellipsoid has
been demonstrated previously. The Coecient of Thermal Expansion
Analysis Suite, a realization of this concept in software form, was initially
developed as a set of command-line utilities written in MATLAB. It is a set
of functions coded in MATLAB that can be run one after the other. Its
initial implementation left much to be desired in terms of automation, ease
of use, and extensibility. A wrapper script, CTERun.m was created to
facilitate an automation process. This wrapper script could be modied
with le paths and analysis options before an analysis and then run.
As the CTERun wrapper script developed, a set of goals was created for
CTERun to accomplish in an automated fashion:
- Calculate the thermal expansion tensor over a range of input
temperatures
- Create a movie of representative thermal expansion quadric surfaces
over the range of input temperatures
- Output a .csv le containing relevant tensor information over a range
of temperatures.
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A successful completion of these goals led to the idea to represent thermal
expansion data in other useful forms. The goals were updated to include:
- Expand .csv output to include eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and averages
of calculated thermal expansion tensors
- View cross-sections of the thermal expansion quadric surface
- Plot thermal expansion along a single direction
- Switch between utilizing hkl and uvw location systems for all functions
- Plot eigenvalues of the tensor with increasing temperature.
CTERun was originally written to work only with output les from
Reitveld renement using MDI JADE. Through the continued usage of
CTERun, it was determined that other output les should be supported.
Since programming a method for reading multiple input le types and their
potential formatting changes with new releases was a very large task, the
CTERun program was congured to read its own type of input le instead.
The input les can be created by editing and saving a text template with
the relevant information. A set of these les is then read into the CTERun
program. User-based formatting errors in the data les during their
creation prompted the need for a clean, reliable, and easy to use interface
to create the data le for the user. It was decided that MATLAB could not
accomplish this task and was left for future work.
CTERun's nal release encompassed about 1800 lines of MATLAB code
in separate function les (See Appendix A for a complete code listing of
functions). Each function can be used independently, provided that the
required variables have been passed. The CTERun wrapper script
automates these functions into a basic analysis that proceeds through
calculating thermal expansion tensors and presenting the data. The
presentation functions and wrapper script can accomplish all of the goals
set for CTERun, but the level of MATLAB knowledge required to operate
the program is considerable for a new user. An alternative method for
performing an analysis was desirable for the sustainability of CTERun and
its later acceptance in industry.
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3.3 Development of Graphical Interface With
LabVIEW
The diculty for many users in working with a command-line interface
prompted the development of a graphical user interface (GUI) to control
the CTERun software. Due to the limitations of MATLAB's internal
graphical user interface library, GUIDE, a modern GUI developed in
LabVIEW was implemented. MATLAB's GUIDE interface provides a
method for adding simple buttons and switches to an interface which can
then be programmed to perform functions using MATLAB code. While the
concept is common among many graphical interface implementations,
LabVIEW provides a much easier method for programming an interface.
LabVIEW introduces a style of graphical programming in which a control
can be placed on a front end and then \wired" similar to a circuit diagram to
perform functions. This graphical programming language, called g-code, also
provides access to MATLAB and virtually any other application through the
use of the ActiveX control framework. The subfunctions of CTERun were
modied to accept input from LabVIEW and imported into MATLAB Scripts
inside the LabVIEW development platform. Figure 3.3 shows an example of
a MATLAB Script coded in LabVIEW.
Figure 3.3: A MATLAB Script wired into the Block Diagram of LabVIEW.
The left side of the border shows wired variable inputs and the right side
shows wired variable outputs.
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The GUI implementation of CTERun was entitled the Coecient of
Thermal Expansion Analysis Suite (CTEAS). CTEAS utilizes the same
functions as CTERun, but extends its operability by allowing the program
to be split up and operated in a non-linear fashion at the user's discretion.
For example, the interface itself is divided into three major steps that do
not necessarily need to execute automatically one after the other.
Figure 3.4: `Data' is the rst of three sequential tabs in the CTEAS GUI
used to load data les.
Figure 3.4 shows the layout of the rst tab in CTEAS. The function of this
tab is to group all of the le handling options available to the user in one
convenient location. By specing a le path with the click of a mouse and
clicking the Load Files button, the user can load data into CTEAS. Relevant
information about the les such as le name, temperature, and uncertainty
in temperature are displayed in a multicolumn listbox to the right of the
Load Files button. The user can then select, modify, and remove any data
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le from analysis with this interface, whereas in CTERun, the le had to be
physically removed from the le path. A further option for the user is to
create a set of input les using the CTEAS InputMaker. Clicking on this
button will load a separately-developed program that fulls the earlier need
for an input form to create input les.
CTEAS InputMaker
Figure 3.5: The CTEAS InputMaker interface allows for creation of input
les for CTEAS.
Figure 3.5 shows the layout of the CTEAS InputMaker. If the InputMaker
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is loaded directly from CTEAS, the le path information from the Step 1
tab of CTEAS is passed directly to the program. Alternatively, the user can
specify the le location path. The InputMaker utilizes ActiveX components
to incorporate a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet into the interface for copying
and pasting purposes. The user can ll out the form with the required
information for their analysis and click the Submit button. The Submit
button will write the data in the form to a correctly-formatted le that
requires no editing by the user. Upon its creation, the form can then be
cleared and another data le can be written. If there are multiple phases
at a single temperature, the data will be written to an existing data le as
a new phase. Multiple crystalline phases can be stored in a single data le
for a single temperature this way, eliminating the need for CTEAS to read
repeated information. Once the user has created all input les, the Stop
button can be clicked, closing the program and returning the user to the
CTEAS interface.
Once the user is satised with the input les, the next tab of the CTEAS
GUI can be activated. This tab represents the collection of functions to
set up and perform an analysis with the program. By choosing a desired
phase for study and the temperature parameters, the user can click the Run
Analysis button to begin an analysis. If the user desires, either before or
after the analysis, the user can view and save plots and text output of the
lattice parameters read from the data les. This is an organizational step
that is useful for viewing the usability of ts to the data.
Recall that CTEAS operates by calculating a conversion matrix between
Cartesian and crystallographic coordinate systems based on ts to lattice
parameters. It uses this conversion matrix to perform calculations relating
thermal expansion in a hkl plane to Cartesian coordinates for plotting and
representation purposes. This conversion matrix is also used as a
component in the determination of the CTE Tensor at a given temperature.
It is then critical that a good polynomial t be found for the lattice
parameter data. The criterion for a good polynomial t is the use of a
coecient of determination for the t parameters.
When the analysis is complete, a green light will illuminate to signal the
user that Step 3 is available for use. Step 3 is a collection of commands to
produce output from CTEAS. CTEAS has the ability to:
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Figure 3.6: `Analysis' is the second of three sequential tabs in the CTEAS
GUI. It allows the user to dene analysis conditions.
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Figure 3.7: `Results' is the third of three sequential tabs in the CTEAS
interface. It provides the user with options to visualize the thermal
expansion of the completed analysis.
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Make a Movie: A movie of a thermal expansion ellipsoid can be created
and saved. This movie shows the change of the thermal expansion ellipsoid
over the range of temperatures from Step 2. Note that there is a 5-second
\freeze" at the end of the temperature range to allow a still frame for
description during an oral presentation (some older media softwares go to a
black screen when the movie is complete, thus a 5 second \pause" allows a
presenter to have a picture for a few seconds longer). The movie le name
can be user-specied and the movie will be saved in a CTEAS Output
directory in the same directory as the input les. Creating a movie will
output an uncompressed .avi le. The size of the le can be very large
depending on the size (in pixels) that is chosen for the movie/gure output
and the T chosen for analysis. It is recommended that a 640x480 pixel
movie be generated, but larger movies may be generated and transcoded
with editing software should it be necessary.
A \Movie FPS" box is located in the movie controls area that can be used
to specify the frames per second for the movie. This is an integer. Each
calculated temperature step is a \frame" of the movie. A \Movie FPS"
value of 4 has generally been used during the development of CTEAS with
acceptable results.
Make a 3D Figure: This will plot a gure of the thermal expansion
ellipsoid at a temperature specied. Any temperature within the high and
low temperature bounds can be specied for generation. The plot appears
in a Matlab window and can be repositioned or rotated before saving. The
plot can be saved as a multitude of dierent letypes. Users of the
command-line version can plot multiple gures and temperatures at once.
This is a limitation of the GUI.
Make an Eigenvalue Plot: Checking this box will generate a gure of
the eigenvalues of the second-rank thermal expansion tensors from lowest
temperature to highest temperature. The plot is a Matlab plot similar to the
Make 3D Figure plot.
Make a CSV File: The Make CSV File option requires a reference hkl (or
uvw) to be set for calculation of the Eigenvector Angles. This is, by default,
the c-axis, i.e. (001), which is parallel to the z-axis in orthonormal space.
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Upon checking the \Make CSV File" box and specifying the reference hkl, a
comma-separated variable (.csv) le with the user-specied lename will be
written in the CTEAS Output directory. This le contains lines formatted
as the following:
Temperature, CTE Tensor Elements (1,1) through (3,3), Eigenvalues (1
through 3), The Three Eigenvectors (x,y,z), Eigenvector Angles, Average
Thermal Expansion Coecient, Bulk Volume Expansion Coecient
Make a 2D Figure: A two-dimensional \section" of the thermal
expansion ellipsoid can be created using this option. The ellipsoidal
\section" is displayed in a Matlab plot window. The H, K, and L values in
the boxes to the right of the \Make 2D Figures" checkbox in Figure
[g:CTEAS-GUI-Step3] specify a reference hkl plane. For example, in a
cubic system, specifying an hkl of (010), i.e. the b-axis, will display a
planar \section" of the thermal expansion in the a-c plane. Alternatively,
the user can specify a uvw direction by selecting the \UVW" option in the
\HKL or UVW" selector. When \UVW" is specied, CTEAS calculates a
planar normal to the direction specied and uses it as the plane \section"
through the ellipsoid.
Make a 2D Figure CSV File: Checking this box will output the x and
y data of the \Make 2D Figures" option to a le specied by \2D Figure
CSV Filename" in the CTEAS Output directory. NOTE that a lename
extension is not needed.
Make a hkl (or uvw) Expansion Plot: A thermal expansion plot is
created corresponding to the chosen hkl (using the same H,K, and L boxes
from the Make 2D Figures option) that details the thermal expansion along
the normal of the hkl plane (or uvw direction if the option is selected).
Make a hkl (or uvw) Expansion CSV File: Outputs the CTE and
Temperature data of the \Make hkl (or uvw) Expansion Plot" option to a le
specied by \hkl (or uvw) Expansion CSV Filename" in the CTEAS Output
directory. NOTE that a lename extension is not needed.
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3.4 Error Analysis in CTEAS
The most recent changes to CTEAS focused on the uncertainty in the
calculation of a CTE tensor by the program. The input les for CTEAS
contain areas that express the uncertainty in the measurement of the lattice
parameters of the crystal. This uncertainty and the error in tting with
polynomial functions propagates throughout each calculation in the
program. It is then apparent that a detailed analysis of how the error
propagates through calculation be performed.
3.4.1 Error in Lattice Parameter Fits
CTEAS applies a varying-order polynomial t to lattice parameters with
increasing temperature. It has been mentioned that this t is integral to
calculating a conversion matrix between Cartesian and crystallographic
coordinate systems. Each lattice parameter value is read from a CTEAS
input le with a corresponding uncertainty in its measurement. Since
CTEAS interpolates between these lattice parameter values, an estimate of
the error in the interpolated value must be determined.
A 90% condence bound was chosen as the starting point for this error
estimate. The 90% condence estimate is then compared to a value
interpolated from a curve t through the lattice parameter data with added
error at each point. If the interpolated value of the lattice-error curve is
greater than the 90% concence estimate, the interpolated value of the
error is used. By this method, there will always be at least a 90%
condence interval around any value interpolated from the lattice
parameter data.
3.4.2 Error in Conversion Matrices
Since there is error present in the interpolated lattice parameter values, it
must be propagated through the calculations of each component of the
Cartesian-Crystallographic and Crystallographic-Cartesian conversion
matrices. These matrices, as discussed previously, are used to convert the
planar normal of a hkl plane to and from Cartesian coordinates. The error
in the conversion is directly related to the error in the lattice parameters;
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propagation of error through the calculations follows a combination of error
propagation calculations shown in [9]. Each component of Eqn. 3.7, shown
in Eqns. 3.8 has an associated error that is propagated from lattice
parameter uncertainty. These errors can be combined to form an
uncertainty vector that represents the uncertainty in the X, Y , and Z
coordinates of the planar normal to a hkl plane.
3.4.3 Error in Thermal Expansion Tensor Calculation
It has been shown that a series of equations in the form of Eqn. 3.6 can be
used to solve for the components of a thermal expansion tensor. Since there
is uncertainty in X, Y , and Z for each equation in the system and
individual propagation of those uncertainties into the coecients of thermal
expansion is outside the scope of this research, a simpler method for
estimating uncertainty in the thermal expansion tensor has been used [10]:
 = cond(A) norm(A)
norm(A)
(3.9)
where the A matrix represents the entire system of X, Y , Z, XY , Y Z, and
XZ components of Eqn. 3.6 and A is the associated error in each term.
The normalized relative error multiplied by the condition number of the A
matrix yields an estimate of the error in the calculation of the  matrix. The
certainty of a calculated value is directly related to how close the condition
number is to a value of 1. The condition number is a normalization of the
row maxima of a matrix. If there is high uncertainty in the original input
lattice parameters, the condition number will be high, leading to even higher
uncertainty in the calculation of the thermal expansion tensor components.
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CHAPTER 4
CTEAS ANALYSIS ON CRYSTALS
REPRESENTING ALL SYMMETRIES
4.1 Acquisition of Data
Data were acquired at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National
Laboratory during July 2012. Renements of X-ray diraction patterns
were made using JADE and the output .rrp les were used in the CTEAS
analysis. The following sections will detail the CTEAS run parameter
information for each crystal, measured lattice parameter information from
X-ray diraction data, a comparison between thermal expansion in
literature and thermal expansion calculated by CTEAS, and nally show
graphical representations of pertinent outputs from CTEAS. A subsection
includes tabulated values for CTEAS thermal expansion coecients and
the uncertainty in their calculation.
4.2 Cubic Symmetry - Magnesium Oxide (MgO)
Magnesium oxide is a common temperature and pressure measurement
standard for calibration [11]. It is cubic in symmetry, meaning that it has
uniform thermal expansion in any direction. It was chosen to represent the
cubic crystal symmetry because of its usage as a testing standard.
High-temperature X-ray diraction data were collected at the Advanced
Photon Source over a range of temperatures from 25C to 1567C. A
Reitveld renement was performed on the collected data using MDI JADE.
The output les from JADE were read into CTEAS for the thermal
expansion analysis. The information in Table 4.1 shows the parameters
used to perform the analysis.
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Table 4.1: Setup Variables for CTEAS Analysis of Magnesium Oxide (MgO)
Variable Value
RT Platinum Lattice Constant 3:92339A






4.2.1 Analysis Results - Magnesium Oxide (MgO)
Lattice parameter data with heating is shown for magnesium oxide in Table
4.2. Coecients of thermal expansion are adapted, following the form of
Eqn. 4.1 for a linear approximation of thermal expansion based on lattice
parameter measurements with increasing temperature [8]. The data show a







Reference data from literature were found in [12] and tabulated in Table
4.3. Calculated thermal expansion coecients at temperatures using Eqn.
4.1 have been tabulated and compared to the values calculated by CTEAS. A
calculated percent dierence marks a distinct trend in how the two thermal
expansion calculations dier. The data are a reasonable comparison however,
and despite their increasing dierence with increasing temperature, a case for
validation of the method CTEAS uses for calculating thermal expansion can
be made.
Following the form of Eqn. 3.6, thermal expansion in three dimensions can
be seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 as a representation quadric. The uniformity of
thermal expansion in a cubic system is upheld by the sphericity of the plots.
Since magnesium oxide is cubic, the eigenvalues of the thermal expansion
tensor are equal. Figure 4.3 shows the eigenvalue of the thermal expansion
tensor of magnesium oxide with increasing temperature. The trend shows a
linear, positive change in the thermal expansion coecient with increased
temperature. Eigenvalues of the thermal expansion tensor represent the
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Table 4.2: Measured Lattice Parameters and Calculated Thermal
Expansion - Magnesium Oxide (MgO)
Temp a a(11)




























Table 4.3: Comparison of CTEAS Analysis to Literature - Magnesium
Oxide (MgO) [12]
Temp a(11) 11;CTEAS % Di
(C) 10 5 (1=C) (%)
25 | 1.1995 |
400 1.274 1.3398 5.03
800 1.404 1.4894 5.90
1200 1.520 1.6390 7.53
1600 1.616 1.7886 10.14
Figure 4.1: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Magnesium Oxide at
25C
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Figure 4.2: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Magnesium Oxide at
1600C
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values of the maximum and minimum thermal expansion.
Figure 4.3: Plot of the Eigenvalues of the CTE Tensor for Magnesium
Oxide with Increasing Temperature
Figure 4.4 is a cross-sectional plot of the thermal expansion in the (010)
hkl plane as temperature increases from 25C (blue) to 1600C (red). There
is no change in the circular shape of the cross-section with heating because
of symmetry. The a and c axes of the crystallographic coordinate system are
marked clearly to show their orientation in the plane.
The thermal expansion along the planar normal to a hkl can give an idea
of how the plane is expanding. For a cubic symmetry, Figure 4.5 is equivalent
to Figure 4.3.
4.2.2 Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations for Magnesium
Oxide (MgO)
The calculated thermal expansion from CTEAS and the uncertainty in the
values for the CTE tensor of magnesium oxide are tabulated in Table 4.4.
From this table, it can be seen that the average uncertainty in calculation is
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Figure 4.4: Thermal Expansion in the (010) hkl Plane of Magnesium Oxide
as Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.5: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (010) in
Magnesium Oxide with Increasing Temperature
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0.023%. It was discussed previously that propagated error in the CTEAS
program begins with 90% condence bounds that are modied by measured
uncertainty in lattice parameters. The measured uncertainty in lattice
parameters were low, leading to low uncertainty in the calculation of the
CTE tensors. The calculated thermal expansion coecient from CTEAS
and the uncertainty for every 100C is included in Table 4.4. It should
however be noted from Table 4.1 that a CTE tensor was calculated every
25C. A direct comparison of Table 4.4 to Table 4.3 shows very high
correlation. The method used to calculate thermal expansion in Table 4.3
seems to be a qualied validation method for the method of calculating
thermal expansion that CTEAS utilizes.
Table 4.4: Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations - Magnesium Oxide
(MgO)
Temp 11;CTEAS Uncertainty



















4.3 Tetragonal Symmetry - Calcium Tungstate
(CaWO4)
Calcium tungstate, or scheelite is a tetragonal ceramic that is soft and
compliant. It is frequently used as a diamond simulant, similar to cubic
zirconia, but has a much lower hardness than diamond. It has also been
used as a scintillator for cryogenic research in the detection of dark matter
[13]. The sheelite structure itself was originally documented by Dickinson
in 1920 [14]. Because of its unique temperature-dependent structural
evolution, calcium tungstate has been frequently-studied for understanding
phonon-phonon interactions. Its frequency of study and tetragonal
symmetry have made it an optimal candidate for study using CTEAS and
comparing results to literature. An analysis by CTEAS was performed
using the setup parameters in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Setup Variables for CTEAS Analysis of Calcium Tungstate
(CaWO4)
Variable Value
RT Platinum Lattice Constant 3:92338A






4.3.1 Analysis Results - Calcium Tungstate (CaWO4)
Table 4.6 shows the measured a and c lattice parameters of calcium
tungstate with increasing temperature. Since calcium tungstate has a
tetragonal symmetry, the a and b lattice parameters are equivalent, but the
c lattice parameter diers. The , , and  angles of the crystalline unit
cell are 90. The calculated thermal expansion along the a and c axes has
also been shown.
Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show a comparison between literature and CTEAS
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Table 4.6: Measured Lattice Parameters and Calculated Thermal
Expansion - Calcium Tungstate (CaWO4)
Temp a a(11) c c(33)
(C) (A) 10 5 (1=C) (A) 10 5 (1=C)
20 5.242 | 11.3759 |
157 5.2499 1.0856 11.4032 1.7086
269 5.2568 1.3475 11.4278 2.1896
296 5.2587 1.3298 11.4344 2.1286
354 5.2621 0.9655 11.4464 1.7477
381 5.2639 1.2985 11.4574 3.6566
471 5.2698 1.2926 11.4727 2.2774
499 5.2718 1.3905 11.4791 2.0504
554 5.2756 1.2591 11.4928 2.1071
600 5.2789 1.3170 11.5101 5.2595
663 5.2834 1.3533 11.5203 2.2137
689 5.2854 1.4636 11.5271 2.2930
740 5.2897 1.8503 11.5431 3.2683
792 5.2936 1.3815 11.557 2.3788
820 5.2957 1.3294 11.5642 -1.5315
849 5.2979 1.4469 11.5714 2.1820
873 5.2999 1.5739 11.5785 2.5746
902 5.302 1.3928 11.5858 2.2310
957 5.3062 1.4512 11.6011 2.4519
981 5.3082 1.5417 11.6086 2.6641
1007 5.3102 1.4886 11.616 2.5380
1139 5.3205 0.6526 11.6564 0.6615
1165 5.3226 1.5900 11.665 2.7213
1190 5.3248 1.4102 11.6732 2.6715
1204 5.3278 1.4898 11.6851 2.3341
1217 5.327 1.4263 11.682 2.8861
1242 5.3292 1.5574 11.6905 2.9390
1290 5.3339 4.2834 11.708 7.8293
1307 5.3358 -1.1479 11.7168 -2.0497
1361 5.341 1.5370 11.7363 2.7211
1380 5.343 2.1423 11.7444 3.5961
1405 5.3454 2.1642 11.7544 4.6190
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calculations for the a = b and c lattice parameters respectively [13]. Values
for a and c were adapted from literature using Eqn. 4.1 and compared to
calculations from CTEAS. The percent dierence between values shows that
the values can be compared, but dier by a sizeable amount. The percent
dierence in both cases do not show any trend other than the fact that
the CTEAS calculations were consistently higher than calculated thermal
expansion reported in literature.
Table 4.7: Comparison of CTEAS Analysis to Literature for the \a" Lattice
Parameter in a Unit Cell of Calcium Tungstate (CaWO4) [13]
Temp a a (11) 11;CTEAS % Di
(C) A 10 5 (1=C) (%)
25 5.24418 | 1.0920 |
250 5.25642 1.0374 1.1937 14.00
500 5.2703 1.0588 1.3068 20.96
750 5.2863 1.2206 1.4199 15.10
1000 5.302 1.1976 1.5332 24.57
1250 5.3229 1.5944 1.6466 3.22
Table 4.8: Comparison of CTEAS Analysis to Literature for the \c" Lattice
Parameter in a Unit Cell of Calcium Tungstate (CaWO4) [13]
Temp c c (33) 33;CTEAS % Di
(C) A 10 5 (1=C) (%)
25 11.3759 | 1.6142 |
250 11.4232 1.8481 1.8446 0.19
500 11.474 1.7864 2.1009 16.18
750 11.5309 2.0009 2.3578 16.37
1000 11.5926 2.1697 2.6153 18.63
1250 11.6684 2.6655 2.8738 7.52
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the changes in thermal expansion between room
temperature and 1400C. It can be seen through a comparison of the two
gures that the c-axis parameter has a faster rate of expansion than the a or
b axes. A further look into the atomic bond interactions within the crystal
could provide a reason for the increased rate of thermal expansion.
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Figure 4.6: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Calcium Tungstate at
25C
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Figure 4.7: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Calcium Tungstate at
1400C
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Since calcium tungstate has tetragonal symmetry, the c-axis of the
system diers by a consistently large amount in comparison to the a and b
lattice parameter values. The eigenvalues of the thermal expansion tensor
also reect this axial size dierence. Figure 4.8 shows value of thermal
expansion along the maximum and minimum directions within the crystal
based on increasing temperature. The need to measure two independent
directions of thermal expansion in a tetragonal symmetry is echoed by the
eigenvalues of the tensor.
Figure 4.8: Plot of the Eigenvalues of the CTE Tensor for Calcium
Tungstate with Increasing Temperature
Cross-sectional views of the thermal expansion in calcium tungstate with
increasing temperature can be seen in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 The shape of the
former shows the eect that the size of the c lattice parameter has on the
thermal expansion tensor representation. Looking in the (001) hkl plane, the
thermal expansion is uniform in all directions.
Because of the high symmetry condition of tetragonal crystals, the thermal
expansion along the planar normal of the (001) hkl direction is equivalent
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Figure 4.9: Thermal Expansion in the (010) hkl Plane of Calcium
Tungstate as Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.10: Thermal Expansion in the (001) hkl Plane of Calcium
Tungstate as Temperature Increases
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to the maximum eigenvalue of the thermal expansion tensor, shown in Fig.
4.12. The (001) plane of calcium tungstate has the largest thermal expansion.
Figure 4.11 shows the thermal expansion along the planar normal to the (010)
hkl direction.
Figure 4.11: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (010) in
Calcium Tungstate with Increasing Temperature
4.3.2 Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations for Calcium
Tungstate (CaWO4)
Table 4.9 shows the CTEAS-calculated average thermal expansion and
uncertainty in the calculation of the CTE tensor with increasing
temperature. For three listed temperatures, the uncertainty was extremely
high. It should be noted that there was a high amount of uncertainty in
lattice parameter measurement from renement of diraction patterns. The
calculations performed by CTEAS are heavily reliant on the adequacy of
input data. Further renement needs to be done before these data can be
meaningful, but this is outside the scope of this thesis. A comparison
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Figure 4.12: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (001) in
Calcium Tungstate with Increasing Temperature
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between CTEAS-calculated thermal expansion coecients and the
coecients of thermal expansion along the a and c directions from gathered
data in Table 4.6 shows fairly close agreement.
Table 4.9: Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations - Calcium Tungstate
(CaWO4)
Temp 11;CTEAS 33;CTEAS avg,CTEAS % Uncertainty
(C) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
25 1.0920 1.6142 1.2661 0.45
100 1.1259 1.6910 1.3143 0.41
200 1.1711 1.7934 1.3785 5652.09
300 1.2163 1.8958 1.4428 0.33
400 1.2615 1.9983 1.5071 0.3
500 1.3068 2.1009 1.5715 0.28
600 1.3520 2.2035 1.6359 257.49
700 1.3973 2.3063 1.7003 0.24
800 1.4426 2.4092 1.7648 0.24
900 1.4879 2.5122 1.8293 257.88
1000 1.5332 2.6153 1.8939 0.24
1100 1.5785 2.7186 1.9585 0.25
1200 1.6239 2.8220 2.0232 0.26
1300 1.6692 2.9255 2.088 0.28
1400 1.7146 3.0293 2.1528 0.31
4.4 Hexagonal Symmetry - Zinc Oxide (ZnO)
Zinc oxide is a candidate for verication of CTEAS and the hexagonal
symmetry conditions because it has been studied extensively for its
piezoelectric properties and thermal resistance [15]. Data on thermal
expansion in single crystals have been gathered by [15] and [16] that will be
compared to the data from a CTEAS analysis. The parameters in Table
4.10 were used to perform the CTEAS analysis.
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Table 4.10: Setup Variables for CTEAS Analysis of Zinc Oxide (ZnO)
Variable Value
RT Platinum Lattice Constant 3:92336A






4.4.1 Analysis Results - Zinc Oxide (ZnO)
Table 4.12 shows the measured lattice parameters and calculated thermal
expansion of zinc oxide from collected data. Since zinc oxide has hexagonal
symmetry, the  lattice angle is 120.
Table 4.12 details a comparison between average coecients of thermal
expansion reported in literature and those calculated by CTEAS. The
literature averages come from [15] and are for a sample containing 1.5%
porosity. An increasing percent dierence between literature and calculated
values of thermal expansion shows that sample preparation and sample
geometry could be a case for dierences.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show a thermal expansion representation quadric at
room temperature and 1400C respectively. It can be seen from the surfaces
that the change in expansion along the c-axis is slower than the change in
expansion along the a = b axes, resulting in a vertically compressed spherical
shape.
The eigenvalues of the thermal expansion tensor for zinc oxide are plotted
in Figure 4.15. In the case of hexagonal symmetry, the eigenvalues of the
CTE tensor lie along the lattice axes and the expansion along the c-axis has
a slower change than that of the a = b axes.
Figure 4.16 shows a cross-section of the thermal expansion in zinc oxide in
the (100) hkl plane. The (010) hkl plane is identical because the a and b axes
are equal in length, despite the fact that they are 120 apart. Figure 4.17
shows the a and b axes being 120 apart when looking at the (001) hkl plane.
The expansion in the plane is uniform and therefore the plot is circular at
all temperatures.
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Table 4.11: Measured Lattice Parameters and Calculated Thermal
Expansion - Zinc Oxide (ZnO)
Temp a a(11) c c(33)
(C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (A) 10 5 (1=C)
22 3.2498 | 5.2066 |
33 3.2500 5.7767 5.2069 5.4085
161 3.2524 5.7521 5.2093 3.5903
232 3.2539 6.5003 5.2106 3.5163
291 3.2552 6.8367 5.2120 4.5955
341 3.2565 7.9769 5.2132 4.5960
387 3.2577 7.9495 5.2144 4.9618
435 3.2589 7.7398 5.2155 4.4284
482 3.2601 7.7500 5.2166 4.4342
524 3.2612 8.1875 5.2177 5.1104
566 3.2624 8.6629 5.2187 4.5059
604 3.2635 9.0229 5.2197 5.1198
645 3.2645 7.5499 5.2207 4.7124
677 3.2656 10.4396 5.2217 5.9237
718 3.2668 8.9279 5.2227 4.6438
753 3.2679 9.9269 5.2237 5.6328
794 3.2691 8.9189 5.2248 5.1030
830 3.2703 10.3597 5.2257 4.8496
871 3.2716 9.6171 5.2268 5.0792
918 3.2732 10.5061 5.2281 5.3280
979 3.2753 10.6593 5.2298 5.3859
1084 3.2790 10.7877 5.2326 5.0955
1312 3.2890 13.5391 5.2430 8.7887
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Table 4.12: Comparison of CTEAS Analysis to Literature for the Unit Cell
of Zinc Oxide (ZnO) [15]
Temp avg CTEASavg % Di
(C) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
27 4.65 4.7466 2.06
127 5.06 5.2327 3.36
527 6.14 7.1774 15.58
927 6.89 9.1225 27.88
Figure 4.13: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Zinc Oxide at 25C
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Figure 4.14: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Zinc Oxide at 1400C
The eigenvalues of the thermal expansion tensor represent both the
expansion along the a or b axes and the c-axis because of the symmetry of
the gure and therefore, plots of the expansion along planar normals to the
(100), (010), and (001) hkl planes, shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 echo the
same values as Figure 4.15.
4.4.2 Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations for Zinc Oxide
(ZnO)
Table 4.13 shows the CTEAS-calculated coecients of thermal expansion
along the a and c axes. The high amount of uncertainty in the calculation
of the thermal expansion is related to the use of the condition number of
the tensor in the estimate of uncertainty. With a large condition number,
calculated relative uncertainty in the tensor is magnied considerably.
Because the condition number of the tensor is poor, the uncertainty in the
tensor calculation may not be an accurate estimate.
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Figure 4.16: Thermal Expansion in the (100) hkl Plane of Zinc Oxide as
Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.17: Thermal Expansion in the (001) hkl Plane of Zinc Oxide as
Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.18: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (100) in
Zinc Oxide with Increasing Temperature
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Figure 4.19: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (001) in
Zinc Oxide with Increasing Temperature
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Table 4.13: Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations - Zinc Oxide (ZnO)
Temp 11;CTEAS 33;CTEAS avg,CTEAS % Uncertainty
(C) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
25 5.4053 3.4000 4.7369 9193.92
100 5.8464 3.6117 5.1015 9193.42
200 6.4343 3.8941 5.5876 348.42
300 7.0223 4.1767 6.0738 190.03
400 7.6103 4.4593 6.5599 348.35
500 8.1982 4.7419 7.0461 189.99
600 8.7862 5.0247 7.5323 189.97
700 9.3741 5.3074 8.0186 189.94
800 9.9621 5.5903 8.5049 189.92
900 10.5501 5.8732 8.9912 189.89
1000 11.1382 6.1562 9.4775 4174.28
1100 11.7262 6.4393 9.9639 348.01
1200 12.3143 6.7224 10.4503 9180.19
1300 12.9024 7.0056 10.9368 442.17
4.5 Trigonal and Rhombohedral Symmetries -
Corundum (Al2O3)
The equations of state of corundum have been studied frequently because
corundum is a mineral found in the interior composition of the Earth [17].
It can be shown to have either a trigonal or rhombohedral symmetry. There
is a unique relationship between the trigonal and rhombohedral symmetry
conditions, shown in Figure 4.20, in that the planar normal to the (111) hkl
plane in a rhombohedral unit cell is aligned along the c-axis of the trigonal
unit cell [18]. From this alignment, the lengths of the rhombohedral unit
cell axes are shown to be equal. For the purposes of CTEAS, this symmetry
signicantly decreases the number of variables in a thermal expansion
analysis. A literature search discovered only trigonal values for documented
thermal expansion. Tables 4.14 and 4.15 show the parameters used in the
CTEAS analysis of the system.
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Figure 4.20: Alignment of Rhombohedral Symmetry in Comparison to
Trigonal Symmetry
Table 4.14: Setup Variables for CTEAS Analysis of Trigonal Corundum
(Al2O3)
Variable Value
RT Platinum Lattice Constant 3:92335A






Table 4.15: Setup Variables for CTEAS Analysis of Rhombohedral
Corundum (Al2O3)
Variable Value








4.5.1 Analysis Results - Trigonal Corundum (Al2O3)
Table 4.16 shows the a and c measured lattice parameters from gathered data
and calculated thermal expansion coecients based on Eqn. 4.1. Since it is
an approximated thermal expansion based on measurements, some values do
not t the trend in data.
Documented values for thermal expansion along the a and c lattice
directions with calculated thermal expansion are shown in Tables 4.17 and
4.18 respectively. In comparison to the calculated values for thermal
expansion by CTEAS, there is a very high percent dierence. A comparison
to measured data do not show such a high dierence, leading to the belief
that the literature data may be based on a sample that does not relate to
the powdered sample used in this study.
Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show three-dimensional representation quadric
surfaces of the thermal expansion in trigonal corundum. Because the c-axis
lattice parameters are consistently larger than the a = b axes, the shape of
the representation quadric is begins to show an ovular, elongated shape
with increased temperature.
The eigenvalues of the thermal expansion tensor with increasing
temperature for trigonal corundum are shown in Figure 4.30. Since the
symmetry dictates that there are no o-axis components of thermal
expansion, the directions of maximum and minimum thermal expansion lie
along the crystallographic axes. In the case of corundum, the maximum
value of thermal expansion lies along the c-axis.
Cross-sections of the thermal expansion in the (100) and (001) hkl planes
are shown in Figures 4.24 and 4.25. The elongated c-axis shows an oval-shape
in the (100) hkl plane. Because the a and b lattice parameters have equivalent
length, the expansion in the (001) hkl plane is uniform and circular.
Since the symmetry conditions of trigonal corundum dictate that there are
no o-axis components to thermal expansion, the thermal expansion along
the planar normals to the (100) and (001) hkl planes, shown in Figures 4.26
and 4.27, are equivalent to the eigenvalues of the thermal expansion tensor.
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Table 4.16: Measured Lattice Parameters and Calculated Thermal
Expansion - Trigonal Corundum (Al2O3)
Temp a a(11) c c(33)
(C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (A) 10 5 (1=C)
25 4.7602 | 12.9926 |
48 4.7589 -11.9031 12.9944 6.0383
195 4.7651 8.8334 13.0078 6.9947
303 4.7685 6.6453 13.0185 7.6621
389 4.7717 7.7694 13.0284 8.8064
469 4.7746 7.6478 13.0373 8.5991
545 4.7774 7.7559 13.0460 8.8292
611 4.7800 8.2653 13.0539 9.2011
675 4.7824 7.8242 13.0613 8.8387
733 4.7847 8.4494 13.0683 9.4217
787 4.7870 8.8807 13.0754 10.0440
837 4.7890 8.4589 13.0818 9.9173
884 4.7910 8.9564 13.0877 9.6802
929 4.7929 8.8009 13.0936 10.0128
972 4.7948 9.2439 13.0993 10.1603
1013 4.7966 9.2066 13.1048 10.3067
1054 4.7983 8.7674 13.1101 10.0144
1091 4.8001 10.0978 13.1156 11.3043
1128 4.8017 9.0922 13.1206 10.4099
1166 4.8034 9.6248 13.1259 10.9938
1201 4.8051 10.0308 13.1309 10.8090
1239 4.8069 10.0214 13.1366 11.6268
1276 4.8088 10.6170 13.1421 11.2601
1315 4.8106 9.8947 13.1478 11.4798
1354 4.8126 10.7791 13.1537 11.6502
1393 4.8146 10.5386 13.1599 11.9695
1436 4.8167 10.4641 13.1667 12.4143
1477 4.8189 11.3103 13.1731 12.0548
1515 4.8211 11.9938 13.1799 13.5823
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Table 4.17: Comparison of CTEAS Analysis to Literature for the \a"
Lattice Parameter in a Unit Cell of Trigonal Corundum (Al2O3) [17]
Temp a a (11) 11;CTEAS % Di
(C) A 10 6 (1=C) (%)
25 4.758 | 6.4278 |
134 4.763 9.6409 6.7673 35.03
221 4.767 9.6631 7.0383 31.43
310 4.764 7.0845 7.3156 3.21
421 4.770 11.3607 7.6613 38.90
514 4.773 6.7798 7.9510 15.90
611 4.778 10.8336 8.2531 27.04
746 4.783 7.7842 8.6736 10.81
920 4.793 12.0789 9.2155 26.89
1051 4.797 6.4175 9.6236 39.97
1184 4.813 25.2839 10.0378 86.33
1306 4.824 18.9500 10.4178 58.11
1421 4.818 10.9655 10.7760 1.74
Table 4.18: Comparison of CTEAS Analysis to Literature for the \c"
Lattice Parameter in a Unit Cell of Trigonal Corundum (Al2O3) [17]
Temp c c (33) 33;CTEAS % Di
(C) A 10 6 (1=C) (%)
25 12.996 | 6.7957 |
134 13.019 16.2365 7.1599 77.59
221 13.025 5.3067 7.4506 33.61
310 13.041 13.8331 7.7480 56.39
421 13.059 12.4779 8.1189 42.33
514 13.061 1.6548 8.4297 134.36
611 13.046 11.8990 8.7538 30.46
746 13.071 14.2494 9.2049 43.02
920 13.081 4.4222 9.7863 75.50
1051 13.105 14.0971 10.2239 31.85
1184 13.107 1.1571 10.6682 160.86
1306 13.116 5.6764 11.0756 64.46
1421 13.151 23.4186 11.4596 68.58
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Figure 4.21: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Trigonal Corundum at
25C
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Figure 4.22: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Trigonal Corundum at
1525C
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Figure 4.23: Plot of the Eigenvalues of the CTE Tensor for Trigonal
Corundum with Increasing Temperature
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Figure 4.24: Thermal Expansion in the (100) hkl Plane of Trigonal
Corundum as Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.25: Thermal Expansion in the (001) hkl Plane of Trigonal
Corundum as Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.26: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (100) in
Trigonal Corundum with Increasing Temperature
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Figure 4.27: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (001) in
Trigonal Corundum with Increasing Temperature
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4.5.2 Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations for Trigonal
Corundum (Al2O3)
Recall that for zinc oxide, the mismatch between the c-axis and the a = b
axes caused the condition number of the thermal expansion tensor to be
very high. The same case can be made for the condition number for
trigonal corundum. Table 4.19 shows the calculated CTEAS values of
thermal expansion in trigonal corundum and the estimated uncertainty in
the calculation. The values of uncertainty are amplied by the condition
number of the thermal expansion tensor and the uncertainty in lattice
parameter measurement. Because there is such high uncertainty based on
the condition number of the thermal expansion tensor, it is unlikely that
the estimate for uncertainty in the tensor calculation is reliable. Further
analysis of the uncertainty in calculation require the use of simulations for
propagating error through advanced matrix algebra that is currently not
available outside cutting-edge research in mathematical modeling.
4.5.3 Analysis Results - Rhombohedral Corundum (Al2O3)
Table 4.20 shows the a and c measured lattice parameters from gathered data
and calculated thermal expansion coecients based on Eqn. 4.1. Since the
planar normal to the (111) hkl plane in a rhombohedral coordinate system is
aligned with the Z-axis (by convention) of the Cartesian coordinate system,
the angles of the lattice are equivalent and acute.
No documented data were found to relate the calculated thermal expansion
of rhombohedral corundum to literature. A comparison with the data from
Table 4.20 shows a good correlation between calculated thermal expansion
by CTEAS and approximated thermal expansion by Eqn. 4.1.
Figures 4.28 and 4.29 show three-dimensional representation quadric
surfaces of the thermal expansion in rhombohedral corundum. The shape of
the thermal expansion representation quadric surface is the same as its
trigonal companion, but the planar normal to the (111) hkl plane is aligned
along the Z-axis in the Cartesian coordinate system.
Although it is not necessarily intuitive, the eigenvalues of the thermal
expansion tensor of rhombohedral corundum are non-equivalent. Figure 4.30
shows that the eigenvalues have dierences. This is because, despite the
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Table 4.19: Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations - Trigonal Corundum
(Al2O3)
Temp 11;CTEAS 33;CTEAS avg,CTEAS % Uncertainty
(C) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
25 6.4609 7.0406 6.6541 1126.58
100 6.6764 7.2977 6.8835 22009.85
200 6.9638 7.6404 7.1893 886.38
300 7.2511 7.9832 7.4952 886.40
400 7.5385 8.3260 7.801 886.42
500 7.8258 8.6688 8.1068 451.79
600 8.1132 9.0116 8.4127 451.8
700 8.4005 9.3543 8.7185 318.93
800 8.6879 9.6971 9.0243 318.94
900 8.9752 10.0399 9.3301 318.95
1000 9.2626 10.3828 9.636 318.97
1100 9.5500 10.7256 9.9418 312.93
1200 9.8373 11.0684 10.2477 6880.63
1300 10.1247 11.4112 10.5535 397.79
1400 10.412 11.7541 10.8594 397.81
1500 10.6994 12.0969 11.1652 149.14
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Table 4.20: Measured Lattice Parameters and Calculated Thermal
Expansion - Rhombohedral Corundum (Al2O3)
Temp a a(11)






























Figure 4.28: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Rhombohedral
Corundum at 25C
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Figure 4.29: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Rhombohedral
Corundum at 1525C
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orientation of the rhombohedral symmetry and the ease in reporting a single
value for lattice parameters at a temperature, the three-dimensional gures
have shown that the rhombohedral thermal expansion surface is ovular. The
directions of maximum and minimum thermal expansion do not lie along the
rhombohedral unit cell axes.
Figure 4.30: Plot of the Eigenvalues of the CTE Tensor for Rhombohedral
Corundum with Increasing Temperature
Cross-sections of the thermal expansion in the (100) and (001) hkl planes
can be seen in Figures 4.31 and 4.32. The directions of maximum and
minimum thermal expansion do not lie along the crystallographic axes and
have therefore been plotted as uvw directions in the crystal. The planar
normal to a hkl plane that is equivalent to the uvw direction is also noted.
The thermal expansion along the planar normals of the (100) and (001)
hkl planes is shown in Figures 4.33 and 4.34 respectively. It can be seen from
these plots and a comparison with Figure 4.30 that the thermal expansion
along the crystallographic axes is not equivalent to the maximum or minimum
thermal expansion in the crystal. This observation provides a basis for the
reporting of complete thermal expansion tensors in literature instead of axial
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Figure 4.31: Thermal Expansion in the (100) hkl Plane of Rhombohedral
Corundum as Temperature Increases
Figure 4.32: Thermal Expansion in the (001) hkl Plane of Rhombohedral
Corundum as Temperature Increases
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expansion.
Figure 4.33: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (100) in
Rhombohedral Corundum with Increasing Temperature
4.5.4 Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations for
Rhombohedral Corundum (Al2O3)
While the uncertainty in the trigonal case of the analysis of corundum was
high because of the irregularity in the condition of the thermal expansion
matrices, the uniformity of the thermal expansion tensor of the
rhombohedral case does not share the same uncertainty. Table 4.21 shows
the CTEAS-calculated values of the thermal expansion tensor for
rhombohedral corundum and Table 4.22 shows the average thermal
expansion and uncertainty in the calculation of the tensor.
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Figure 4.34: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (001) in
Rhombohedral Corundum with Increasing Temperature
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Table 4.21: CTEAS Tensor Calculations - Rhombohedral Corundum
(Al2O3)
Temp 11 12 13 22 23 33
(C) 10 6 (1=C)
25 6.4278 0.1133 0.3193 6.2670 0.3348 6.7957
100 6.6614 0.1155 0.3280 6.5060 0.3286 7.0463
200 6.9729 0.1185 0.3398 6.8245 0.3203 7.3804
300 7.2844 0.1216 0.3515 7.1431 0.3120 7.7146
400 7.5959 0.1246 0.3632 7.4618 0.3037 8.0487
500 7.9074 0.1276 0.3749 7.7804 0.2953 8.3829
600 8.2188 0.1306 0.3866 8.0990 0.2870 8.7171
700 8.5303 0.1337 0.3984 8.4176 0.2786 9.0512
800 8.8418 0.1367 0.4101 8.7362 0.2703 9.3853
900 9.1532 0.1397 0.4219 9.0548 0.2620 9.7195
1000 9.4647 0.1428 0.4337 9.3734 0.2537 10.0535
1100 9.7762 0.1458 0.4454 9.6920 0.2454 10.3876
1200 10.0876 0.1488 0.4572 10.0106 0.2371 10.7216
1300 10.3991 0.1518 0.4690 10.3292 0.2289 11.0556
1400 10.7106 0.1549 0.4809 10.6477 0.2207 11.3895
1500 11.0220 0.1579 0.4927 10.9663 0.2125 11.7234
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Table 4.22: Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations - Rhombohedral
Corundum (Al2O3)
Temp avg,CTEAS % Uncertainty


















4.6 Othorhombic Symmetry - Mullite (Al6Si2O13)
Mullite has uses in industry as a thermal barrier coating because it has a
very high thermal shock resistance. It has a very low thermal conductivity
and low thermal expansion [19]. Mullite has an orthorhombic symmetry and
because it is interesting to the research community, is therefore a case study
for CTEAS analysis. The parameters in Table 4.23 were used to perform a
CTEAS analysis alongside the rened data.
Table 4.23: Setup Variables for CTEAS Analysis of Mullite (Al6Si2O13)
Variable Value
RT Platinum Lattice Constant 3:92334A






4.6.1 Analysis Results - Mullite (Al6Si2O13)
Table 4.24 shows the measured lattice parameters and calculated coecients
of thermal expansion along the a, b, and c axes of the mullite crystal with
increasing temperature.
Literature values for thermal expansion coecients of mullite were found
to be singular values over ranges of temperature. Table 4.25 shows the values
found for thermal expansion in Mullite reported in literature for the reader to
visually compare values against [19]. Previous research performed by Sarin et
al. indicate agreement with these values [20]. It appears that the coecients
reported in literature match well with the mid-to-upper calculated value
range from Table 4.24.
Thermal expansion representation quadric surfaces of mullite are shown in
Figures 4.35 and 4.36. The relative change in the shape of the representation
quadric with increased temperature is minimal, however the values increase.
The eigenvalues of the thermal expansion tensor of mullite are shown in
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Table 4.24: Measured Lattice Parameters and Calculated Thermal
Expansion - Mullite (Al6Si2O13)
Temp a a(11) b b(22) c c(33)
(C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (A) 10 5 (1=C)
25 7.5574 | 7.6871 | 2.8843 |
175 7.5597 2.0241 7.6923 4.4990 2.8859 3.6894
264 7.5613 2.3962 7.6958 5.1532 2.8871 4.7088
341 7.5631 3.0863 7.6989 5.2257 2.8881 4.4927
412 7.5648 3.1734 7.7021 5.8727 2.8892 5.3803
476 7.5666 3.7154 7.7048 5.4791 2.8902 5.4084
537 7.5682 3.4660 7.7078 6.3892 2.8912 5.6760
594 7.5699 3.9507 7.7105 6.1688 2.8921 5.4803
644 7.5711 3.1726 7.7131 6.7579 2.8930 6.2345
690 7.5723 3.4853 7.7153 6.2820 2.8937 5.3271
731 7.5737 4.4439 7.7175 6.8654 2.8945 6.6536
770 7.5749 4.0611 7.7195 6.6544 2.8952 6.2072
808 7.5761 4.2078 7.7214 6.5500 2.8958 5.5126
844 7.5774 4.8154 7.7232 6.5550 2.8965 6.7939
878 7.5784 3.9193 7.7250 6.9356 2.8970 5.1346
908 7.5795 4.8412 7.7265 6.4902 2.8976 6.9189
938 7.5805 4.3144 7.7283 7.6348 2.8981 5.6522
967 7.5815 4.5535 7.7299 7.1627 2.8987 7.1587
995 7.5824 4.2653 7.7314 6.9889 2.8992 6.2089
1023 7.5834 4.8583 7.7328 6.6868 2.8998 7.6378
1049 7.5844 4.9811 7.7343 7.3455 2.9003 6.5256
1077 7.5853 4.2503 7.7359 7.4286 2.9008 6.1870
1105 7.5864 5.1288 7.7374 6.8759 2.9014 7.3301
1138 7.5877 5.2679 7.7394 7.9677 2.9021 7.4323
1174 7.5890 4.7571 7.7414 7.1951 2.9028 6.7116
1213 7.5904 4.7607 7.7438 8.0235 2.9036 7.1280
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Table 4.25: Values for the \a", \b", and \c" Lattice Parameters in a Unit
Cell of Mullite Found in Literature [19]
Temp a(11) b(22) c(33)
(C) 10 6 (1=C)
300-1000 4.1 6 5.7
1000-1600 6.8 9.3 6.3
Figure 4.35: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Mullite at 25C
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Figure 4.36: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Mullite at 1225C
Figure 4.37 with increasing temperature. Since the lattice angles in mullite
are 90, the eigenvalues lie along the axial directions of the crystallographic
unit cell.
Thermal expansion in the (001), (010), and (100) hkl planes are plotted
with increasing temperature in Figures 4.38, 4.39, and 4.40 respectively.
Since none of the lattice parameter lengths are equivalent, each view of the
thermal expansion is unique. From the plots, it can be seen that the
temperature rate of change in thermal expansion along the a lattice
direction is higher than that of the other two lattice directions.
Plots of the thermal expansion along the planar normals to the (001), (010),
and (100) hkl planes are shown in Figures 4.41, 4.42, and 4.43 respectively.
These are equivalent to the eigenvalues shown in Figure 4.37.
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Figure 4.37: Plot of the Eigenvalues of the CTE Tensor for Mullite with
Increasing Temperature
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Figure 4.38: Thermal Expansion in the (001) hkl Plane of Mullite as
Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.39: Thermal Expansion in the (010) hkl Plane of Mullite as
Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.40: Thermal Expansion in the (100) hkl Plane of Mullite as
Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.41: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (001) in
Mullite with Increasing Temperature
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Figure 4.42: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (010) in
Mullite with Increasing Temperature
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Figure 4.43: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (100) in
Mullite with Increasing Temperature
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4.6.2 Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations for Mullite
(Al6Si2O13)
Table 4.26 shows the average thermal expansion coecient of mullite and the
uncertainty in the calculation of the CTE tensor with increasing temperature.
Uncertainties in initial lattice parameter measurement were low, leading to
low values of uncertainty in the calculations.
Table 4.26: Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations - Mullite (Al6Si2O13)
Temp 11;CTEAS 22;CTEAS 33;CTEAS avg,CTEAS % Uncertainty
(C) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
25 2.2176 4.7443 4.1383 3.7001 0.31
100 2.4081 4.9330 4.3326 3.8912 0.38
200 2.6622 5.1844 4.5914 4.1460 0.46
300 2.9163 5.4356 4.8502 4.4007 0.52
400 3.1705 5.6866 5.1088 4.6553 0.55
500 3.4248 5.9375 5.3673 4.9099 0.57
600 3.6791 6.1884 5.6258 5.1644 0.56
700 3.9335 6.4391 5.8842 5.4189 0.53
800 4.1879 6.6897 6.1425 5.6734 0.47
900 4.4424 6.9403 6.4008 5.9278 0.39
1000 4.6969 7.1908 6.6591 6.1823 0.30
1100 4.9514 7.4412 6.9174 6.4367 0.17
1200 5.2060 7.6916 7.1756 6.6911 0.03
4.7 Monoclinic Symmetry - Cerium Phosphate
(CePO4)
Cerium phosphate, or monazite is a monoclinic crystal that occurs near
granite in the Earth. It has the potential to be used as a storage medium
for uranium-free fuels and its thermal conductivity has been previously
studied [21]. The parameters for the CTEAS analysis of cerium phosphate
have been tabulated in Table 4.27.
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Table 4.27: Setup Variables for CTEAS Analysis of Cerium Phosphate
(CePO4)
Variable Value
RT Platinum Lattice Constant 3:92339A






4.7.1 Analysis Results - Cerium Phosphate (CePO4)
Measured lattice parameter data and calculated thermal expansion
coecients based on Eqn. 4.1 are tabulated for increasing temperature in
Table 4.28. Since cerium phosphate is monoclinic, the  lattice angle is
typically greater than 90 and has the potential to change with
temperature. Table 4.29 shows the change in  with increasing
temperature.
The documented lattice parameters and calculated thermal expansion
coecients for the a, b, and c axes of cerium phosphate are shown in Tables
4.30, 4.31, and 4.32 respectively. A comparison to CTEAS-calculated values
for the same crystallographic directions shows reasonable correlation.
Three-dimensional representation quadric surfaces of the thermal
expansion of cerium phosphate are shown in Figures 4.44 and 4.45. There is
a distinct rotation to the representation during heating that is also evident
by the changing  angle and the b direction of thermal expansion does not
change as much as the a and c directions, giving a dimple to the surface as
temperature increases.
The eigenvalues of the thermal expansion tensor of cerium phosphate are
plotted with increasing temperature in Figure 4.46. It can be seen that
the minimum thermal expansion follows a fairly linear path with increasing
temperature, but the maximum direction of thermal expansion begins to
change more with increased temperature.
The thermal expansion in the planar normal to the (001), (010), and (100)
hkl planes is shown with increasing temperature in Figures 4.50, 4.51, and
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Table 4.28: Measured Lattice Parameters and Calculated Thermal
Expansion - Cerium Phosphate (CePO4)
Temp a a(11) b b(22) c c(33)
(C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (A) 10 5 (1=C)
33 6.7992 | 7.0249 | 6.4734 |
316 6.8156 8.5424 7.0393 7.2596 6.4915 9.9023
401 6.8211 9.4909 7.0442 8.1839 6.4978 11.4185
481 6.8266 10.0876 7.0487 7.9883 6.5037 11.3659
559 6.8319 9.9522 7.0532 8.1785 6.5096 11.6365
635 6.8375 10.9413 7.0577 8.5096 6.5154 11.9024
706 6.8427 10.6787 7.0622 8.9443 6.5211 12.2946
774 6.848 11.4856 7.0664 8.8094 6.5268 12.9741
843 6.8536 12.0070 7.0708 9.1310 6.5322 12.1609
910 6.8588 11.4191 7.0749 8.7143 6.5378 12.9164
966 6.8638 13.0377 7.0789 10.0951 6.5428 13.6939
1028 6.8689 12.0865 7.0827 8.7163 6.5481 13.1926
1084 6.874 13.3546 7.0864 9.3773 6.5534 14.5768
1139 6.8792 14.0382 7.0903 10.1904 6.5584 14.1777
1187 6.8835 13.0751 7.0935 9.4177 6.5631 15.0107
1225 6.8877 16.2011 7.0966 11.5738 6.5675 17.8268
1266 6.8924 17.1300 7.0999 11.6410 6.5721 17.6093
1297 6.897 21.3017 7.1029 13.4461 6.5759 18.4827
1340 6.9017 16.0460 7.1058 9.5826 6.5805 16.4950
1393 6.9072 15.4676 7.1094 9.7990 6.5856 15.0645
1443 6.9119 13.6543 7.1127 9.2791 6.5901 13.7312
1506 6.9178 13.7837 7.1176 11.0797 6.5965 15.7043
1570 6.9238 13.8695 7.1211 7.8306 6.6015 12.1396
1634 6.9293 12.7204 7.1245 7.6109 6.6061 11.1744
1684 6.9344 14.7493 7.1278 9.2371 6.611 14.8841
1725 6.9397 19.3561 7.1314 12.7251 6.6159 18.7959
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Table 4.30: Comparison of Calculated Values by CTEAS to Literature for
the CTE Along the a-axis [21]
Temp a(11) 11;CTEAS % Di
(C) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
250 10.0889 9.0369 11.00
500 8.5474 10.1560 17.20
750 9.5172 11.2751 16.91
1050 10.7220 12.6184 16.25
Table 4.31: Comparison of Calculated Values by CTEAS to Literature for
the CTE Along the b-axis [21]
Temp b(22) 22;CTEAS % Di
(C) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
250 8.6667 7.9482 8.65
500 8.3368 8.3919 0.66
750 7.5586 8.8358 15.58
1050 8.2049 9.3691 13.25
Table 4.32: Comparison of Calculated Values by CTEAS to Literature for
the CTE Along the c-axis [21]
Temp c(33) 33;CTEAS % Di
(C) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
250 9.8222 10.8597 10.03
500 9.8316 11.7593 17.86
750 10.5379 12.6592 18.29
1050 10.9756 13.7399 22.37
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Figure 4.44: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Cerium Phosphate at
25C
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Figure 4.45: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Cerium Phosphate at
1725C
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Figure 4.46: Plot of the Eigenvalues of the CTE Tensor for Cerium
Phosphate with Increasing Temperature
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4.52 respectively. The angle between the a and c axes in Figure 4.48 show
that the  angle is greater than 90 and that it changes very little with
increasing temperature.
Figure 4.47: Thermal Expansion in the (001) hkl Plane of Cerium
Phosphate as Temperature Increases
The thermal expansion along the planar normals to the (001), (010), and
(100) hkl planes is shown with increasing temperature in Figures 4.50, 4.51,
and 4.52 respectively. In comparison to the eigenvalue plot in Figure 4.46,
the hkl expansions continually increase at the same rate. The non-linear rate
of thermal expansion along the direction of maximum expansion is something
that would not otherwise be seen in current reported thermal expansion data.
4.7.2 Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations for Cerium
Phosphate (CePO4)
Table 4.33 shows the CTEAS-calculated thermal expansion, the average
expansion, and the uncertainty in the calculations with increasing
temperature. The degree of low uncertainty can be attributed to low
95
Figure 4.48: Thermal Expansion in the (010) hkl Plane of Cerium
Phosphate as Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.49: Thermal Expansion in the (100) hkl Plane of Cerium
Phosphate as Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.50: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (001) in
Cerium Phosphate with Increasing Temperature
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Figure 4.51: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (010) in
Cerium Phosphate with Increasing Temperature
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Figure 4.52: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (100) in
Cerium Phosphate with Increasing Temperature
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uncertainty in the measured lattice parameters from rened XRD patterns.
A visual comparison between these data and Figure 4.46 shows that the
maximum thermal expansion is higher than any of those calculated in the
table. This shows that the direction of maximum thermal expansion does
not lie along a crystallographic axis.
Table 4.33: Calculated CTEAS Values for the CTE Tensor of Cerium
Phosphate with Increasing Temperature
Temp 11 13 22 33 avg Error
(C) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
25 8.0299 0.5908 7.5491 10.0500 8.5430 0.73
100 8.3656 0.4806 7.6821 10.3200 8.7892 0.73
200 8.8131 0.3338 7.8595 10.6798 9.1175 0.75
300 9.2607 0.1870 8.0369 11.0397 9.4458 0.76
400 9.7083 0.0401 8.2144 11.3995 9.7741 0.78
500 10.1560 -0.1067 8.3919 11.7593 10.1024 0.80
600 10.6036 -0.2536 8.5694 12.1192 10.4307 0.82
700 11.0513 -0.4005 8.7470 12.4792 10.7592 0.83
800 11.4990 -0.5475 8.9247 12.8392 11.0876 0.85
900 11.9467 -0.6945 9.1024 13.1994 11.4162 0.86
1000 12.3945 -0.8416 9.2802 13.5597 11.7448 0.87
1100 12.8423 -0.9888 9.4581 13.9202 12.0735 0.88
1200 13.2901 -1.1361 9.6360 14.2809 12.4023 0.89
1300 13.7380 -1.2836 9.8140 14.6418 12.7313 0.90
1400 14.1860 -1.4311 9.9921 15.0029 13.0603 0.90
1500 14.6340 -1.5788 10.1704 15.3643 13.3895 0.91
1600 15.0820 -1.7267 10.3487 15.7259 13.7189 0.91
1700 15.5301 -1.8747 10.5271 16.0879 14.0484 0.92
4.8 Triclinic Symmetry - Albite (NaAlSi3O8)
Albite is a triclinic crystal that has been studied in literature because of its
curious anisotropic behavior [22]. As it is heated, it exhibits a triclinic !
monoclinic phase transition above 1105C. It has been theorized that this
phase transition does not occur and many studies have been performed to
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prove and/or disprove this phenomenon. Parameters used for the CTEAS
analysis of albite are tabulated in Table 4.34.
Table 4.34: Setup Variables for CTEAS Analysis of Albite (NaAlSi3O8)
Variable Value
RT Platinum Lattice Constant 3:92337A






4.8.1 Analysis Results - Albite (NaAlSi3O8)
Measured lattice parameters and calculated thermal expansion coecients
of albite are shown in Table 4.35. The measured lattice angles of albite are
shown in Table 4.36.
Tables 4.37, 4.38, and 4.39 show the documented lattice parameter
measurements and calculated thermal expansions using Eqn. 4.1 in
comparison to values calculated by CTEAS for the axial directions [22].
The compared values for thermal expansion do not have good correlation.
A comparison with 4.35 shows poor correlation as well. The method for
approximating thermal expansion using Eqn. 4.1 could be a poor estimator
for triclinic systems because of the heavy anisotropy in the system. This
will be better shown by the eigenvalues of the thermal expansion tensor.
The thermal expansion in albite is greatly non-linear. Figures 4.53 and
4.54, plots of thermal expansion represented as a surface, show just how
much the thermal expansion changes in the triclinic system with heating.
The eigenvalues of the thermal expansion tensor with increasing
temperature are plotted in Figure 4.55. The anisotropy in the crystal
system can be seen through the evolution of the eigenvalues and the
changes in lattice angles. It is safe to assume that the directions of
maximum and minimum thermal expansion in albite are changing with
increased temperature in a very noticeable fashion.
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Table 4.35: Measured Lattice Parameters and Calculated Thermal
Expansion - Albite (NaAlSi3O8)
Temp a a(11) b b(22) c c(33)
(C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (A) 10 5 (1=C)
30 8.1386 | 12.7879 | 7.1601 |
162 8.1532 13.6186 12.7956 4.5711 7.1605 0.4241
232 8.1613 14.2336 12.8001 5.0326 7.1612 1.3982
294 8.1684 14.0826 12.8043 5.3018 7.1621 2.0291
348 8.175 14.9402 12.8083 5.7627 7.1629 2.0584
401 8.1813 14.7322 12.8120 5.5065 7.1637 2.1264
448 8.1868 14.2124 12.8157 6.0849 7.1645 2.3498
493 8.1926 15.7577 12.8193 6.2247 7.1654 2.7793
535 8.1978 15.4982 12.8224 5.8802 7.1661 2.3714
575 8.2029 15.5523 12.8255 6.0164 7.1669 2.7730
613 8.2079 16.2028 12.8284 5.9809 7.1677 2.9467
651 8.2131 16.4953 12.8313 5.8547 7.1684 2.5240
696 8.219 16.3739 12.8347 6.0052 7.1693 2.8390
734 8.2244 17.5297 12.8377 6.1980 7.1700 2.5829
773 8.2302 18.1316 12.8408 6.1677 7.1708 2.8427
810 8.2358 18.3601 12.8437 6.0511 7.1717 3.3540
850 8.2415 17.8043 12.8468 6.1626 7.1727 3.5504
883 8.2464 18.2304 12.8493 5.9196 7.1734 2.9602
914 8.2519 21.7074 12.8518 6.2797 7.1741 3.1403
962 8.2599 20.3858 12.8556 6.1627 7.1753 3.4758
1026 8.2699 19.3711 12.8607 6.2874 7.1767 3.0826
1109 8.2841 20.9992 12.8679 6.7764 7.1788 3.5299
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Table 4.36: Measured Lattice Angles - Albite (NaAlSi3O8)
Temp   
(C) () () ()
26 9415.9' 11635.5' 8743.2'
141 9413.5' 11635.8' 8746.3'
245 9356.1' 11619.6' 881.7'
364 942.0' 11621.8' 8740.1'
488 9357.6' 11619.8' 8736.3'
628 9343.1' 11617.4' 8738.0'
759 9336.9' 11614.1' 8733.9'
883 9327.3' 11612.6' 8733.8'
1010 9318.2' 1168.5' 8733.8'
1127 9246.8' 1162.7' 8743.1'
Table 4.37: Comparison of Calculated Values by CTEAS to Literature for
the CTE Along the a-axis [22]
Temp a a(11) 11;CTEAS % Di
(C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
26 8.138 | 7.3301 |
141 8.141 3.2056 8.7627 92.86
245 8.139 2.3631 9.6850 121.54
364 8.180 42.3369 10.4560 120.78
488 8.189 8.9187 11.0254 21.13
628 8.209 17.5543 11.3991 42.52
759 8.227 16.8843 11.5547 37.48
883 8.246 18.8284 11.5411 47.99
1010 8.264 17.4161 11.3796 41.93
1127 8.278 14.7036 11.1177 27.78
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Table 4.38: Comparison of Calculated Values by CTEAS to Literature for
the CTE Along the b-axis [22]
Temp b b(22) 22;CTEAS % Di
(C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
26 12.786 | 4.9831 |
141 12.790 2.7204 5.2715 63.84
245 12.816 19.5526 5.4740 112.51
364 12.804 7.8868 5.6705 32.70
488 12.818 8.8302 5.8436 40.71
628 12.829 6.1451 6.0163 2.12
759 12.841 7.1643 6.1619 15.04
883 12.850 5.6766 6.2940 10.32
1010 12.862 7.3900 6.4311 13.88
1127 12.863 0.6685 6.5636 163.03
Table 4.39: Comparison of Calculated Values by CTEAS to Literature for
the CTE Along the c-axis [22]
Temp c c(33) 33;CTEAS % Di
(C) (A) 10 6 (1=C) (%)
26 7.163 | 3.9689 |
141 7.157 7.2838 4.3142 51.21
245 7.159 2.6847 4.6614 53.82
364 7.158 1.1732 5.1373 125.64
488 7.159 1.1259 5.7335 134.35
628 7.165 5.9831 6.5415 8.92
759 7.165 0.0000 7.4075 200.00
883 7.170 5.6293 8.3401 38.81
1010 7.176 6.5956 9.4051 35.12
1127 7.180 4.7729 10.4644 74.71
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Figure 4.53: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Albite at 25C
Figure 4.54: Thermal Expansion Quadric Surface of Albite at 1100C
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Figure 4.55: Plot of the Eigenvalues of the CTE Tensor for Albite with
Increasing Temperature
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The cross-sectional views of the (001), (010), and (100) hkl planes shown
in Figures 4.56, 4.57, and 4.58 respectively show how the thermal expansion
rotates and changes shape with heating. Directions of maximum and
minimum thermal expansion in-plane are plotted to show that they are not
aligned to a crystallographic axis direction.
Figure 4.56: Thermal Expansion in the (001) hkl Plane of Albite as
Temperature Increases
The thermal expansion along the planar normals to the (001), (010), and
(100) hkl planes are respectively shown in Figures 4.59, 4.60, and 4.61. An
immediate comparison with any of the other symmetries in this thesis will
show that the hkl expansions of previously-discussed symmetries are largely
linear, but those of albite do not follow a linear pattern.
4.8.2 Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations for Albite
(NaAlSi3O8)
Table 4.40 shows the CTEAS-calculated coecients of thermal expansion for
albite with increasing temperature. Table 4.41 includes the average thermal
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Figure 4.57: Thermal Expansion in the (010) hkl Plane of Albite as
Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.58: Thermal Expansion in the (100) hkl Plane of Albite as
Temperature Increases
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Figure 4.59: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (001) in
Albite with Increasing Temperature
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Figure 4.60: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (010) in
Albite with Increasing Temperature
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Figure 4.61: Thermal Expansion Along the Planar Normal of hkl (100) in
Albite with Increasing Temperature
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expansion and uncertainty in the CTEAS calculation of thermal expansion
in the system. There is a low level of uncertainty that can be best attributed
to the low uncertainty in lattice parameter measurement. It can also be seen
that some of the o-axis components of the thermal expansion tensor have
negative values. Values of negative thermal expansion represent a decreasing
volume with heating. A study of the bonds in the crystal with expansion
would be necessary to understand why there is o-axis contraction in the
crystal as it is heated.
Table 4.40: CTEAS Tensor Calculations - Albite (NaAlSi3O8)
Temp 11 12 13 22 23 33
(C) 10 6 (1=C)
25 7.3301 -1.3034 2.0034 4.9831 -0.1911 3.9689
100 8.3115 -0.8735 1.8647 5.1799 0.6372 4.1910
200 9.3225 -0.2880 1.5830 5.3905 1.7017 4.5035
300 10.0657 0.2845 1.2383 5.5695 2.6801 4.8724
400 10.6495 0.7994 0.8592 5.7231 3.5483 5.2974
500 11.0671 1.2884 0.4462 5.8593 4.2856 5.7976
600 11.3427 1.7595 0.0006 5.9835 4.8723 6.3703
700 11.5066 2.2119 -0.4748 6.0977 5.2924 7.0033
800 11.5671 2.6501 -0.9712 6.2058 5.5253 7.7033
900 11.5277 3.0794 -1.4827 6.3122 5.5498 8.4766
1000 11.3972 3.5034 -2.0074 6.4201 5.3472 9.3177
1100 11.1868 3.9246 -2.5403 6.5321 4.8997 10.2146
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Table 4.41: Uncertainty in CTE Tensor Calculations - Albite (NaAlSi3O8)
Temp avg,CTEAS % Uncertainty
















A program that calculates the complete thermal expansion prole of a
crystal has been developed and demonstrated in this thesis. Seven
crystalline materials that represent the seven crystal symmetries and the
rhombohedral symmetry were analyzed with CTEAS. Their thermal
expansion results were compared to literature and found to be within
reason. Representations of thermal expansion were plotted and
demonstrated by CTEAS. The monoclinic and triclinic symmetry crystals
showed that the directions of maximum and minimum thermal expansion
were not in the direction of the a, b, or c crystallographic axes.
A uniform set of methods for representing the thermal expansion in each
symmetry has been provided. This shows that CTEAS can be applied to
any system and that the resulting output can be represented in a
standardized fashion. It can be seen by the various methods with which
thermal expansion data have been documented previously, that a standard
procedure for analysis and representation could benet the solid state
research community. CTEAS has been demonstrated to reliably provide
such a standard for both analyzing and representing data.
An analysis of the error in each system showed that CTEAS is heavily
reliant on the uncertainty in rened lattice parameter values from whole
pattern or Reitveld renement. Further analysis on many more systems
will be needed to determine an average error in calculation of a thermal
expanson tensor by CTEAS, but this is outside the scope of this thesis. The
amount of error in the CTEAS algorithm can be considered acceptable at this
time due to the lack of similar algorithms to compare with. As mentioned
previously, the condition number of the thermal expansion tensor is utilized
to estimate the uncertainty in the thermal expansion tensor calculation. With
some crystal systems, the condition of the thermal expansion tensor is poor,
resulting in a greatly amplied amount of uncertainty. This, for the time
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being, is unavoidable until mehods for propagating error through advanced
linear algebra operations can move past the simulation and approximation
stage and gain maturity in their use.
5.1 Future Work on CTEAS
Future work is planned on CTEAS to incorporate an improved CTEAS
InputMaker that allows for more controlled modication of created les.
Until now, focus has been primarily on developing the CTEAS algorithm.
Since CTEAS has reached a level of maturity, its subprograms must now
reach the same stability.
CTEAS is an open-source implementation. It was designed with the idea
that MATLAB and LabVIEW would not be the platform it stayed with
during its lifetime. Further work shows that CTEAS could be implemented
in a programming language such as Python or C++ to achieve both faster
operation and cross-platform compatibility. Currently, Python includes a set
of plotting tools that is comparable to MATLAB, giving it an advantage for
future porting of CTEAS functions and continued development.
There are also minor bugs in the operation of CTEAS in LabVIEW.
There will always be a continued development process to improve the
functionality of CTEAS, but it is this author's recommendation to continue
this development on another platform such as the aforementioned Python
programming language. Since CTEAS is open-source, it is the author's
wish that continued development become a project that any user may
contribute to. The framework for an open-source version tracking system
on the internet has been implemented and CTEAS has been uploaded to
this framework. Continued future work now lies in the hands not only of
this author, but of the research community as well.
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APPENDIX A
COMPLETE CTERun CODE LISTING
This Appendix provides the complete code for the CTERun implementation
of the CTEAS program. Since LabVIEW does not generate text-based code,
it cannot be included in this manuscript. The functions are shown in the
order the author found most important to the understanding of the program.
Note that the inclusion of eigenshue.m is with the consent of its author.
A.1 CTERun.m
1 %% CTERun v1.4 - CTERun.m
2 %Created by Zachary A. Jones
3 %An example wrapper for other scripts to automate the
CTEAS process using
4 %ONLY Matlab. Should be run within CTERun_Inputs.m or a
similar file




9 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
10
11 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
12 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
13
14 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
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15 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
16 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
17 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
18 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
19
20 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
21 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
22 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
23 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
24 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
25 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
26 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
27 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
28 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
29 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
30
31 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
32 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
33 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
34
35 %% Begin Program Execution. Create Output folder and
get screen size:















47 %% Create Full Temperature List (including last
temperature):
48 Temps_to_be_Analyzed=LowT:Tstep:HighT;





53 %% Read in Jade files from the
Input_File_Directory_Location
54 if Want_Jade_Files ==1
55 jade_data=getrrpdata(Input_File_Directory_Location);
56 %Obtain temperatures from the jade_data using




59 %Write Temperature data to a tab -separated value













69 fprintf(fid1 ,'%s\t%s\t%s\n','Filename ','temper ','
temperror ');






74 %Wait for user input to ensure that all temp values have
been accounted for either
75 %automatically by the previous command or by manually
editing the file.
76 disp('Please edit the temperature data in a text editor
if necessary .');
77 open(strcat(outputsavelocation ,'Data_temperatures.txt '))
;
78 temporary=input('Do you wish to continue the program [Y/
n]?', 's');
79 if strcmp(temporary ,'n')
80 error('User aborted the run ');
81 end
82 disp('Continuing the run with (assumed) complete
temperature data ...');
83 %% Read Temperature Data back in from temporary (
possibly modified) file:
84 %tdfread is included in the CTERun folder , however it is












93 %% Sort data and calculate hkl values
94 Temps_from_Data=symmetrysort(Temps_from_Data_Orig);
95 [lsfits ,entries ,params ]= xtalCTEprep(Temps_from_Data ,
Phase_to_be_Analyzed ,Polyfit_order ,T_room);
96 %Calculate thermal expansion tensors at a range of
temperatures specified earlier












109 x=zeros (101,101, NumCalcs);
110 xfig=zeros (101,101 , NumFigs);
111 y=zeros (101,101, NumCalcs);
112 yfig=zeros (101,101 , NumFigs);
113 z=zeros (101,101, NumCalcs);
114 zfig=zeros (101,101 , NumFigs);
115 c=zeros (101,101, NumCalcs);
116 cfig=zeros (101,101 , NumFigs);
117 TempTol =50;
118 entsToUse =[];
119 for ctr1 =1: length(entries)
120 Tmin=min(entries(ctr1).T);
121 Tmax=max(entries(ctr1).T);
122 if (Tmin -TempTol <min(Temps_to_be_Analyzed))&&( Tmax+
TempTol >max(Temps_to_be_Analyzed));
123 entsToUse =[entsToUse , ctr1];
122
124 else
125 txt1=sprintf('skipped hkl [ %d%d%d ], temprange
[%f:%f]',entries(ctr1).hkl (1),entries(ctr1).





130 %Check to ensure Temp ranges vs. data are in agreement.
131 if length(entriesT) < 1
132 error('Analysis cannot be completed ... Minimum or
Maximum Temperature outside allowable range.
Aborting ...');
133 end
134 %% Calculate Strain Tensors
135
136 %% Calculate CTE Tensors
137 for n=1: NumCalcs
138 [Tensor(:,:,n),TensorErr (:,:,n),ConMat(:,:,n)]=




140 for nn=1: NumFigs
141 [TensorFigs (:,:,nn),TensorFigsErr (:,:,nn),ConMatFigs
(:,:,nn)]= xtalCTE(lsfits ,entriesT ,params ,Figure_Temps
(nn),Symmetry_Analyzed ,T_room);
142 end
143 %% Unsorted Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
144 [V,D]= eigenshuffle(Tensor);
145 for eigzero1 =1: size(D,2)
146 for eigzero2 =1:3
147 if abs(D(eigzero2 ,eigzero1)) <1*10^-12
148 D(eigzero2 ,eigzero1)=0;
149 end
150 for eigzero3 =1:3
151 if abs(V(eigzero2 ,eigzero3 ,eigzero1))
<1*10^ -12
123






158 %% Calculate xyzc values for Ellipsoid plots:
159 %note , the loop below was split from the xtalCTE loop
because of the
160 %eigenvalue sorting. This keeps all eigenvalues and
eigenvectors the same
161 %through the calculations.




165 [VFig ,DFig]= eigenshuffle(TensorFigs);
166 for eigzero1 =1: length(Figure_Temps)
167 for eigzero2 =1:3
168 if abs(DFig(eigzero2 ,eigzero1)) <1*10^ -12
169 DFig(eigzero2 ,eigzero1)=0;
170 end
171 for eigzero3 =1:3
172 if abs(VFig(eigzero2 ,eigzero3 ,eigzero1))
<1*10^ -12










182 %% Make a movie
183 if Want_A_Movie ==1




186 %Get frames from MakeMovieFrames function
187 frame=MakeMovieFrames(Temps_to_be_Analyzed ,fps ,V,D,
Xscreensize ,Yscreensize);
188 %Convert the frames to a movie
189 movie2avi(frame ,moviename ,'fps ',fps)
190 %Close the figure when done.
191 close all;
192 %Obligatory confirmation of file path




197 %% Plot figure(s) at a specified temperature
198 if Want_Figures ==1




202 %Obligitory confirmation that figures were printed.
203 part2=sprintf('Please orient and save the displayed




207 %% Write a CSV file of all CTE data
208 if Want_A_Printout ==1





211 fid2=fopen(fidpath ,'wt ');
212 fprintf(fid2 ,'Temp ,CTE (11),CTE (12),CTE (13),CTE (21),
CTE (22),CTE (23),CTE (31),CTE (32),CTE (33),CTEErr ,
Eig1 ,Eig2 ,Eig3 ,Beta -V,Alpha -V,Ev1 (1),Ev1 (2),Ev1
(3),Ev2(1),Ev2 (2),Ev2 (3),Ev3 (1),Ev3 (2),Ev3 (3),
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Eig1Angle ,Eig2Angle ,Eig3Angle\n');
213 for n=1: NumCalcs
214 fprintf(fid2 , '%4.4f,',Temps_to_be_Analyzed(n));
215 for nn=1:3
216 for nnn =1:3














227 %If a figure is being plotted in this run , add those
data to the file.
228 if Want_Figures ==1
229 fprintf(fid2 ,'\nData for Figures\n');
230 for figctr =1: NumFigs;
231 fprintf(fid2 , '%4.4f,',Figure_Temps(figctr));
232 for nn=1:3






























251 %% Plot 2D Figures:
252 if Want_2D_Figures ==1
253 twodvals=EllipseWrap(Tensor ,ConMat ,
Temps_to_be_Analyzed ,huorient2 ,kvorient2 ,
lworient2 ,lsfits ,Xscreensize ,Yscreensize ,inUVW2);
254 part4=sprintf('2D Cross -Section Figures Plotted.');
255 disp(part4);
256 if Output_2D_Figure_Data ==1
257 WriteTwoDCSV(twodvals ,Temps_to_be_Analyzed ,
strcat(outputsavelocation ,Output_2D_Filename)
);







263 %% Plot Eigenvalues vs. Temperature:
264 if Want_Eig_Plot ==1
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265 PlotEigenvalues(Tensor ,Temps_to_be_Analyzed ,
Xscreensize ,Yscreensize);





270 %% Plot hkl or uvw expansion vs. Temperature:
271 if Want_HKLorUVW_Expansion_Plot ==1
272 %need to resolve <1 HKL/UVW issues
273 if inUVW3 ==1
274 inhkl='uvw ';














289 if mod(abs(t1) ,1) <1 && mod(abs(t1) ,1) >0
290 stuff1=t1;
291 if abs(stuff1) <1
292 stuff1 =0;
293 end
294 string1=sprintf ( '%1.0f%s%2.0f',stuff1 ,point ,mod(
abs(t1) ,1)*100);
295 end
296 if mod(abs(t2) ,1) <1 && mod(abs(t2) ,1) >0
297 stuff2=t2;




301 string2=sprintf ( '%1.0f%s%2.0f',stuff2 ,point ,mod(
abs(t2) ,1)*100);
302 end
303 if mod(abs(t3) ,1) <1 && mod(abs(t3) ,1) >0
304 stuff3=t3;
305 if abs(stuff3) <1
306 stuff3 =0;
307 end
308 string3=sprintf ( '%1.0f%s%2.0f',stuff3 ,point ,mod(
abs(t3) ,1)*100);
309 end
310 HKLvals=HKLExpansion(ConMat ,Tensor ,HKLorUVW ,
Temps_to_be_Analyzed ,Xscreensize ,Yscreensize ,
lsfits ,inUVW3);
311 part6=sprintf(strcat(INHKL ,' Expansion Figure
Plotted. Please Save it.'));
312 disp(part6);
313 if Save_HKL_Expansion_Printout ==1
314 fid3=fopen(strcat(outputsavelocation ,
HKL_Filename_Prefix ,'-',inhkl ,'_',string1 ,'_',
string2 ,'_',string3 ,'_Expansion.csv '),'wt ');
315 fprintf(fid3 ,strcat('Thermal Expansion along: ',
inhkl2 ,'=[',num2str(HKLorUVW (1)) ,';',num2str(
HKLorUVW (2)),';',num2str(HKLorUVW (3)),']
direction .\n'));
316 fprintf(fid3 ,strcat('T(',char (176) ,'C),alpha_hkl\n')
);
317 for counter =1: length(HKLvals)





322 part7=sprintf(strcat(INHKL ,' Expansion printout
written as:'));
323 fpathhkl=strcat(outputsavelocation ,
HKL_Filename_Prefix ,'-',inhkl ,'_',string1 ,'_',
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329 %% Thanks for Running CTERun!
330 part8=sprintf('Thanks for using CTERun!');
331 disp(part8);
A.2 xtalCTEprep.m
1 function [lsfits ,entries ,params] = xtalCTEprep(datin ,
phasename ,ordn ,T_room)
2 %% xtalCTEprep extracts formatted data in "datin" for the
"phasename" and
3 %% organizes it for xtalCTE.m. It also calculates
polynomial fits to
4 %% lattice parameters and d-spacings of order "ordn". "
lsfits" is the
5 %% struct variable that contains the polynomial fits of
order "ordn."
6 %%" entries" contains the bulk "phasename" data from read
files. "params"
7 %% contains the polyfit results and a structure for error
calculation




12 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
13
14 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without




17 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
18 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
19 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
20 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
21 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
22
23 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
24 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
25 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
26 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
27 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
28 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
29 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
30 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
31 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
32 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
33
34 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
35 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
36 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
37
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41 for ctr1 =1: length(datin)
42 for ctr2 =1: length(datin(ctr1).chem)































62 for ctr4 =1: length(entriesTmp)
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78 %% get fits to each lattice parameter
79 [lsfits.a,lsfits.aS]= polyfit(latparams.T-T_room ,log(
latparams.a),ordn);
80 [lsfits.adeltas ,lsfits.aErrorU ,lsfits.aErrorL ]=
getmaxerrorinfit(lsfits.a,lsfits.aS,latparams.T-
T_room ,90, latparams.aErr ,latparams.a,ordn);
81 [lsfits.b,lsfits.bS]= polyfit(latparams.T-T_room ,log(
latparams.b),ordn);
82 [lsfits.bdeltas ,lsfits.bErrorU ,lsfits.bErrorL ]=
getmaxerrorinfit(lsfits.b,lsfits.bS,latparams.T-
T_room ,90, latparams.bErr ,latparams.b,ordn);
83 [lsfits.c,lsfits.cS]= polyfit(latparams.T-T_room ,log(
latparams.c),ordn);
84 [lsfits.cdeltas ,lsfits.cErrorU ,lsfits.cErrorL ]=
getmaxerrorinfit(lsfits.c,lsfits.cS,latparams.T-
T_room ,90, latparams.cErr ,latparams.c,ordn);
85 [lsfits.alpha ,lsfits.alphaS ]= polyfit(latparams.T-T_room ,
log(latparams.alpha),ordn);
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86 [lsfits.alphadeltas ,lsfits.alphaErrorU ,lsfits.
alphaErrorL ]= getmaxerrorinfit(lsfits.alpha ,lsfits.
alphaS ,latparams.T-T_room ,90, latparams.alphaErr ,
latparams.alpha ,ordn);
87 [lsfits.beta ,lsfits.betaS ]= polyfit(latparams.T-T_room ,
log(latparams.beta),ordn);
88 [lsfits.betadeltas ,lsfits.betaErrorU ,lsfits.betaErrorL ]=
getmaxerrorinfit(lsfits.beta ,lsfits.betaS ,latparams.T
-T_room ,90, latparams.betaErr ,latparams.beta ,ordn);
89 [lsfits.gamma ,lsfits.gammaS ]= polyfit(latparams.T-T_room ,
log(latparams.gamma),ordn);
90 [lsfits.gammadeltas ,lsfits.gammaErrorU ,lsfits.
gammaErrorL ]= getmaxerrorinfit(lsfits.gamma ,lsfits.
gammaS ,latparams.T-T_room ,90, latparams.gammaErr ,
latparams.gamma ,ordn);
91 cnt1 =0;
92 %% get CTE fits to d-spacings






98 [tmp1.p_fit ,tmp1.deltas ]= polyval(tmp1.p,
entriesTmp(ctr1).T-T_room ,tmp1.S);





102 %Get uncertainty in fit and use as error.
103 end
104 end
105 function [deltas ,errorU ,errorL ]= getmaxerrorinfit(
fitparams ,fitparamsS ,xvals ,confinterval ,latparamError
,lattparams ,ordn)
106 [p_fit ,deltas ]= polyval(fitparams ,xvals ,fitparamsS);
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107 deltas=abs(calcconfbounds(deltas ,xvals ,fitparamsS ,
confinterval));
108 for counter1 =1: length(p_fit)
109 if 2* deltas(counter1) < latparamError(counter1)
110 deltas(counter1) = 0.5* latparamError(counter1);
111 end
112 end
113 [errorU ]= polyfit(xvals ,log(lattparams)+2* deltas ,ordn);
114 [errorL ]= polyfit(xvals ,log(lattparams) -2*deltas ,ordn);
115 end
A.3 xtalCTE.m
1 function [ten1 ,ten1Err ,conMat1] = xtalCTE(lsfits ,
entriesT ,params ,T,system ,T_room)
2 %% xtalCTE extracts formatted data in datin for the phase
named phasename and
3 %% calulates the thermal expansion tensor at temperature
T based on a




8 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
9
10 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
11 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
12
13 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
14 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
15 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
16 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
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17 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
18
19 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
20 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
21 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
22 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
23 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
24 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
25 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
26 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
27 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
28 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
29
30 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
31 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
32 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
33
34 % calculate the conversion matrix for a given
temperature
35 [conMat1 ,mcalcs ,conMat1Err ,mcalcsErr ]= getconversionmat(
lsfits ,T,T_room);
36 [RecipMat ,RecipMatErr ]= getRecipConMatrix(lsfits ,T,mcalcs
,mcalcsErr ,T_room);
37 %RecipMat=inv(conMat1);








45 % Use ErrorWeighted =1 if you would like to weight the
cte of each hkl by the relative error equal to 1/
variance
46 % the variance is calculated based on the fit to the cte
of each hkl.
47 ErrorWeighted =1;
48 for ctr1 =1: length(entriesT)

























72 tempx3 =[ tmpvars2 (1) tmpvars2 (2) tmpvars2
(3);tmpvars2 (4) tmpvars2 (5) tmpvars2
(6);tmpvars2 (7) tmpvars2 (8) tmpvars2
(9)];
73 temp=tempx3*hkls ';
74 if(sqrt(xyz1Err (1)^2+ xyz1Err (2) ^2+
xyz1Err (3)^2)<sqrt(temp (1)^2+ temp (2)
^2+ temp (3) ^2))








83 tempx3 =[ tmpvars2 (1) tmpvars2 (2) tmpvars2
(3);tmpvars2 (4) tmpvars2 (5) tmpvars2
(6);tmpvars2 (7) tmpvars2 (8) tmpvars2
(9)];
84 temp=tempx3*hkls ';
85 if(sqrt(xyz1Err (1)^2+ xyz1Err (2) ^2+
xyz1Err (3)^2)<sqrt(temp (1)^2+ temp (2)
^2+ temp (3) ^2))





91 xyz1Err(ctr1 ,:)=abs(xyz1Err(ctr1 ,:)-xyz1(ctr1 ,:));
92 xyznrm(ctr1 ,:)=xyz1(ctr1 ,:)/sqrt(xyz1(ctr1 ,:)*xyz1(
ctr1 ,:) ');
93 xyznrmErr(ctr1 ,:)=abs(xyznrm(ctr1 ,:)).*(2.*( xyz1Err(
ctr1 ,:)./xyz1(ctr1 ,:)).^2) .^(1/2);
94 xyznrmlen=length(xyznrmErr(ctr1 ,:));
95 for xyzi =1: xyznrmlen






101 if ErrorWeighted ==1;
102 [ten1 ,ten1Err ]= fitCTETensorWeighted(xyznrm ,xyznrmErr
,dcte ,dcteErr ,system);
103 else
104 ten1=fitCTETensor(xyznrm ,dcte ,system);
105 end
106 end
107 %% get the conversion matrix
108 % To convert from crystal lattice to an orthonormal
lattice
109 function [conMatOut ,mcalcsout ,conMatOutErr ,mcalcsoutErr
]= getconversionmat(fits ,T,T_room)
110 % function conMatOut=getconversionmat(fita ,fitb ,fitc ,
fitalpha ,fitbeta ,fitgamma ,T)
111 % Use the next lines to for fit as thermal expanstion (
ie. ln(a)vs T-25)

















127 A12=bval*(cos(gammaval*pi /180)-cos(betaval*pi /180)*cos(
alphaval*pi /180))/sin(betaval*pi /180);
139






133 A11Err=abs(A11)*(sqrt(( aErrval/aval)^2+(( betaErrval*pi
/180)*(cot(betaval*pi /180)))^2));
134 A12Erra =((cos(betaval*pi /180)*cos(alphaval*pi/180))/sin(
betaval*pi/180))*sqrt ((( betaErrval*pi/180)*tan(
betaval*pi/180))^2+(( alphaErrval*pi/180)*tan(alphaval
*pi /180))^2+(( betaErrval*pi /180)*cot(betaval*pi /180))
^2);
135 A12Errb =( gammaErrval*pi /180)*tan(gammaval*pi/180)*cos(
gammaval*pi /180);




137 A22Err=abs(A22)*sqrt(( bErrval/bval)^2+((1/2*( sqrt ((2*(((
alphaErrval*pi /180)*cot(alphaval*pi /180))/sin(
alphaval*pi /180)))^2+( sqrt ((2* A12Err/A12)^2+(2*
bErrval/bval)^2)*(A12 ^2/ bval ^2))^2)))/(sin(alphaval*
pi/180) ^2-(A12 ^2/ bval ^2)))^2);
138 A31Err=abs(A31)*sqrt(( aErrval/aval)^2+(( betaErrval*pi
/180)*tan(betaval*pi /180))^2);
139 A32Err=abs(A32)*sqrt(( bErrval/bval)^2+(( alphaErrval*pi
/180)*tan(alphaval*pi /180))^2);
140 A33Err=cErrval;
141 mcalcsout =[A11 ,A12 ,A22 ,A31 ,A32 ,A33];
142 mcalcsoutErr =[abs(A11Err),abs(A12Err),abs(A22Err),abs(
A31Err),abs(A32Err),abs(A33Err)];
143 conMatOut =[A11 ,A12 ,0;0,A22 ,0;A31 ,A32 ,A33];




147 %% Retrive reciprocal conversion matrix
140







































179 VolErrb=sqrt(VolErra ^2+(2*( gammaErrval*pi/180)*tan(
gammaval*pi /180)*cos(gammaval*pi /180) ^2) ^2+(2*(
betaErrval*pi /180)*tan(betaval*pi /180)*cos(betaval*pi
/180) ^2) ^2+(2*( alphaErrval*pi/180)*tan(alphaval*pi
/180)*cos(alphaval*pi /180) ^2)^2);
180 VolErrc =(1/2)*VolErrb/Volb;









189 n11Err=n11*sqrt(( m22Err/m22)^2+( m33Err/m33)^2+( VolErr/
Vol)^2);
190 n13Err=n13*sqrt(( m31Err/m31)^2+( m22Err/m22)^2+( VolErr/
Vol)^2);
191 n21Err=n21*sqrt(( m12Err/m12)^2+( m33Err/m33)^2+( VolErr/
Vol)^2);
192 n22Err=n22*sqrt(( aErrval/aval)^2+( cErrval/cval)^2+((
betaErrval*pi /180)*cot(betaval*pi /180))^2+( VolErr/Vol
)^2);




194 n33Err=n33*sqrt(( m11Err/m11)^2+( m22Err/m22)^2+( VolErr/
Vol)^2);
195
196 matOut =[n11 ,0,n13;n21 ,n22 ,n23;0,0,n33];







202 %% Retrive lattice parameters for a temperature
203 function lpout=getLPTemp(fit1 ,T1,T_room)
204 lpoutln =0;
205 for ctr1 =1: length(fit1)






211 %% Retrive the thermal expansion
212 % retrives the thermal expansion value of a d spacing or
a lattice
213 % parameter as a function of temperature
214 function alphaout=getCTETemp(fit1 ,T1,T_room)
215 alphaout =0;
216 for ctr1 =1: length(fit1 (1:end -1))







223 %% Retrive the thermal expansion with error
224 % retrives the thermal expansion value of a d spacing or
a lattice
225 % parameter as a function of temperature
226 function [alphaout ,alphaErr ]= getCTETempWErr(fit1 ,T1,
T_room)
227 alphaout =0;
228 for ctr1 =1: length(fit1.p(1:end -1))









236 %% Fit the thermal expansion tensor
237 function tenout=fitCTETensor(xyzin ,dctein ,system)
238 switch lower(system)
239 case 'triclinic '
240 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '; xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) '; xyzin (:,1)
'.*xyzin (:,2) '; xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,3) ';
xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
241 tentemp=x1\dctein ';
242 tenout =[ tentemp (1),tentemp (4)/2,tentemp (5)/2;
tentemp (4)/2,tentemp (2),tentemp (6) /2; tentemp
(5)/2,tentemp (6)/2,tentemp (3)];
243 case 'monoclinic '
244 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '; xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) '; xyzin (:,1)
'.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
245 tentemp=x1\dctein ';
246 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,tentemp (4)/2;0, tentemp (2)
,0;tentemp (4)/2,0,tentemp (3)];
247 case 'tetragonal '
248 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '+ xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
249 tentemp=inv(x1 '*x1)*x1 '*dctein ';
250 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,0;0, tentemp (1) ,0;0,0,
tentemp (2)];
251 case 'hexagonal '
252 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '+ xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
253 tentemp=inv(x1 '*x1)*x1 '*dctein ';
254 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,0;0, tentemp (1) ,0;0,0,
tentemp (2)];
255 case 'orthorhombic '
256 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '; xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
257 tentemp=x1\dctein ';
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258 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,0;0, tentemp (2) ,0;0,0,
tentemp (3)];
259 case 'cubic '
260 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '+ xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '+ xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
261 tentemp=inv(x1 '*x1)*x1 '*dctein ';
262 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,0;0, tentemp (1) ,0;0,0,
tentemp (1)];
263 case 'trigonal '
264 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '+ xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
265 tentemp=inv(x1 '*x1)*x1 '*dctein ';
266 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,0;0, tentemp (1) ,0;0,0,
tentemp (2)];
267 case 'rhombohedral '
268 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '+ xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
269 tentemp=inv(x1 '*x1)*x1 '*dctein ';







276 %% Fit the thermal expansion tensor
277 function [tenout ,tenoutErr ]= fitCTETensorWeighted(xyzin ,
xyzinErr ,dctein ,dcteErr ,system)
278 % form a weighting matrix equal to the inverse of the
variance for each cte
279 % assuming the error given is the standard deviation of
the cte
280 W1=diag (1./( dcteErr .* dcteErr));
281 switch lower(system)
282 case 'triclinic '
283 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '; xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) '; xyzin (:,1)
'.*xyzin (:,2) '; xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,3) ';
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xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
284 x1Err=abs(x1).*[(2.* xyzinErr (:,1) ')./( xyzin (:,1)
'); (2.* xyzinErr (:,2) ')./( xyzin (:,2) '); (2.*
xyzinErr (:,3) ')./( xyzin (:,3) '); sqrt((
xyzinErr (:,1) './xyzin (:,1) ').^2 + (xyzinErr
(:,2) './xyzin (:,2) ').^2); sqrt(( xyzinErr (:,1)
'./xyzin (:,1) ').^2 + (xyzinErr (:,3) './xyzin
(:,3) ').^2); sqrt(xyzinErr (:,2) '.^2 +
xyzinErr (:,3) '.^2)]';
285 x1size=size(x1);
286 for i=1: x1size (1)
287 for j=1: x1size (2)





293 tentemp=inv(x1 '*W1*x1)*x1 '*W1*dctein ';
294 tenout =[ tentemp (1),tentemp (4)/2,tentemp (5)/2;
tentemp (4)/2,tentemp (2),tentemp (6) /2; tentemp
(5)/2,tentemp (6)/2,tentemp (3)];
295 tenoutErr=cond(x1)*norm(x1Err)/norm(x1);
296 case 'monoclinic '
297 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '; xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) '; xyzin (:,1)
'.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
298 x1Err=abs(x1).*[(2.* xyzinErr (:,1) ')./( xyzin (:,1)
'); (2.* xyzinErr (:,2) ')./( xyzin (:,2) '); (2.*
xyzinErr (:,3) ')./( xyzin (:,3) '); sqrt((
xyzinErr (:,1) './xyzin (:,1) ').^2 + (xyzinErr
(:,3) './xyzin (:,3) ').^2)]';
299 x1size=size(x1Err);
300 for i=1: x1size (1)
301 for j=1: x1size (2)






307 tentemp=inv(x1 '*W1*x1)*x1 '*W1*dctein ';
308 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,tentemp (4)/2;0, tentemp (2)
,0;tentemp (4)/2,0,tentemp (3)];
309 tenoutErr=cond(x1)*norm(x1Err)/norm(x1);
310 case 'orthorhombic '
311 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '; xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
312 x1Err=abs(x1).*[(2.* xyzinErr (:,1) ')./ xyzin (:,1)
'; (2.* xyzinErr (:,2) ')./ xyzin (:,2) '; (2.*
xyzinErr (:,3) ')./ xyzin (:,3) ']';
313 x1size=size(x1Err);
314 for i=1: x1size (1)
315 for j=1: x1size (2)





321 tentemp=inv(x1 '*W1*x1)*x1 '*W1*dctein ';
322 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,0;0, tentemp (2) ,0;0,0,
tentemp (3)];
323 tenoutErr=cond(x1)*norm(x1Err)/norm(x1);
324 case 'hexagonal '
325 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '+ xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
326 x1Err=[sqrt (((2* xyzinErr (:,1) ')./ xyzin (:,1) ').^2
+ ((2* xyzinErr (:,2) ')./xyzin (:,2) ').^2);abs(
x1(2)).*(2* xyzinErr (:,3) ')./ xyzin (:,3) ']';
327 x1size=size(x1Err);
328 for i=1: x1size (1)
329 for j=1: x1size (2)





335 tentemp=inv(x1 '*W1*x1)*x1 '*W1*dctein ';
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336 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,0;0, tentemp (1) ,0;0,0,
tentemp (2)];
337 tenoutErr=cond(x1)*norm(x1Err)/norm(x1);
338 case 'tetragonal '
339 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '+ xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
340 x1Err=[sqrt (((2* xyzinErr (:,1) ')./ xyzin (:,1) ').^2
+ ((2* xyzinErr (:,2) ')./xyzin (:,2) ').^2);abs(
x1(2)).*(2* xyzinErr (:,3) ')./ xyzin (:,3) ']';
341 x1size=size(x1Err);
342 for i=1: x1size (1)
343 for j=1: x1size (2)





349 tentemp=inv(x1 '*W1*x1)*x1 '*W1*dctein ';
350 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,0;0, tentemp (1) ,0;0,0,
tentemp (2)];
351 tenoutErr=cond(x1)*norm(x1Err)/norm(x1);
352 case 'cubic '
353 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '+ xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '+ xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
354 x1Err=[sqrt (((2* xyzinErr (:,1) ')./ xyzin (:,1) ').^2
+ ((2* xyzinErr (:,2) ')./xyzin (:,2) ').^2 +
((2* xyzinErr (:,3) ')./ xyzin (:,3) ').^2)]';
355 x1size=size(x1Err);
356 for i=1: x1size (1)
357 for j=1: x1size (2)





363 tentemp=inv(x1 '*W1*x1)*x1 '*W1*dctein ';




366 case 'trigonal '
367 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '+ xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
368 x1Err=[sqrt (((2* xyzinErr (:,1) ')./ xyzin (:,1) ').^2
+ ((2* xyzinErr (:,2) ')./xyzin (:,2) ').^2);abs(
x1(2)).*(2* xyzinErr (:,3) ')./ xyzin (:,3) ']';
369 x1size=size(x1Err);
370 for i=1: x1size (1)
371 for j=1: x1size (2)





377 tentemp=inv(x1 '*W1*x1)*x1 '*W1*dctein ';
378 tenout =[ tentemp (1) ,0,0;0, tentemp (1) ,0;0,0,
tentemp (2)];
379 tenoutErr=cond(x1)*norm(x1Err)/norm(x1);
380 case 'rhombohedral '
381 x1=[ xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,1) '; xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin
(:,2) '; xyzin (:,3) '.*xyzin (:,3) '; xyzin (:,1)
'.*xyzin (:,2) '; xyzin (:,1) '.*xyzin (:,3) ';
xyzin (:,2) '.*xyzin (:,3) ']';
382 x1Err=abs(x1).*[(2.* xyzinErr (:,1) ')./( xyzin (:,1)
'); (2.* xyzinErr (:,2) ')./( xyzin (:,2) '); (2.*
xyzinErr (:,3) ')./( xyzin (:,3) '); sqrt((
xyzinErr (:,1) './xyzin (:,1) ').^2 + (xyzinErr
(:,2) './xyzin (:,2) ').^2); sqrt(( xyzinErr (:,1)
'./xyzin (:,1) ').^2 + (xyzinErr (:,3) './xyzin
(:,3) ').^2); sqrt(xyzinErr (:,2) '.^2 +
xyzinErr (:,3) '.^2)]';
383 x1size=size(x1Err);
384 for i=1: x1size (1)
385 for j=1: x1size (2)






391 tentemp=inv(x1 '*W1*x1)*x1 '*W1*dctein ';
392 tenout =[ tentemp (1),tentemp (4)/2,tentemp (5)/2;






1 %% Input file for CTE Calculations - CTERun v1.4 - CTERun
.m
2 %% Created by Zachary A. Jones
3 %%An example wrapper for other scripts to automate the
CTEAS process using
4 %%ONLY Matlab.
5 %%Make a copy and modify as necessary , or build your own
. All values below




10 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
11
12 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
13 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
14
15 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
16 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
17 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
150
18 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
19 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
20
21 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
22 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
23 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
24 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
25 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
26 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
27 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
28 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
29 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
30 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
31
32 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
33 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
34 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
35















45 %% File Type to read: 1 for JADE , 0 for CSV
46 Want_Jade_Files =1;
47
48 %% Room Temperature (degC):
49 T_room =25;
50









59 %% Polynomial Fit Order
60 Polyfit_order =2;
61













74 %Frames per second for movie.
75 Movie_File_Name='HafniumOxide (25C -1700C)';
76 %Name of the movie; don 't add .avi at the end!
77
78 %% 3D Figure Creation Options:
79 Want_Figures =0;
80 %1 if true , 0 if false
81 Figure_Temps =[25 1500];
82 %Temperature of Generated figures in Celsius. eg:
[100;200;1200]
83
84 %% Plot Eigenvalues vs. Temperature:
85 Want_Eig_Plot =0;
86
87 %% Create a CSV File containing pertinent data:
88 Want_A_Printout =0;
89 %Makes a printout of temp , CTE matrix , and eigenvalues.
Also prints out
90 %the angles that the eigenvectors make with a plane (
specified below ,





96 Printout_Filename='CTEdataHafniumOxide (25C -1700C)';
97






104 %1 if true , 0 if false. Makes a figure with the a,b,c
orientation









111 %% Make a hkl or uvw linear expansion plot:
112 Want_HKLorUVW_Expansion_Plot =0;
113 %1 if true , 0 if false. Makes a plot of expansion
values along an hkl








121 %Saves the HKL Expansion data to a file that is
automatically named using
122 %the option above. Modify if necessary , saved as:
123 %<Input_File_Directory_Location ><HKL_Filename_Prefix >-
hkl(or uvw)-<h/u><k/v><l/w>-Expansion.txt
124
125 %% Execute CTERun.m
126 CTERun
A.5 addarrow4.m
1 function inplane=addarrow4(M1,p1,ConMat ,a1,axis ,fontsize
)
2 %Adds an arrow to a 2-D thermal expansion plot if the
arrow exists in the
3 %plane of the thermal expansion that is being analyzed.
Returns 1 if in
4 %plane , 0 if not in plane. Labels the arrow according
to the string
5 %provided by axis.
154




10 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
11
12 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
13 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
14
15 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
16 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
17 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
18 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
19 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
20
21 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
22 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
23 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
24 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
25 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
26 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
27 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
28 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
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29 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
30 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
31
32 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
33 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,





39 %check to see if in plane
40 if ((~ tempang ==0) && (abs(tempang)>1e-15))
41 %disp('the arrow is not in the plane ');
42 if axis ~= ' '









51 %determine angles theta1 and phi1 between a1 and the
z-axis.
52 [phi1 ,theta1 ]= UVWToAng(a1,ConMat);
53 %determine magnitude of vector
54 [valout ,Mf]= getCTEVect(M1,phi1 ,theta1);
55 %assign length to vector
56 orth1=a2*valout;
57 %determine theta and phi for the p1 uvw we're
looking down wrt z-axis.
58 [t1,t2]= UVWToAng(p1,ConMat);
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59 %the -1's are to correct for conventions ... also by
convention , 0;1;0 is
60 %already going the right direction. This has to do
with how matlab
61 %rotates about axes and not so much with how things
should
62 %mathematically work ... this has worked in both
monoclinic and
63 %orthorhombic cases tested.
64 m1=rotateVect ([ -1;0;0] ,t1,t2);
65 m2=rotateVect ([0;1;0] ,t1,t2);
66 m3=rotateVect ([0;0; -1] ,t1,t2);
67 M2=[m1 ';m2 ';m3 '];
68 r1=getRotationMat(eye(3),M2);
69 at3=a2 '*r1;
70 a3=at3 '* valout;
71 %commands for centering on the plot
72 axPos=get(gca ,'Position ');
73 xlim=get(gca ,'xLim ');
74 ylim=get(gca ,'yLim ');
75 set(gca ,'FontSize ',fontsize);
76 %create a [x1,x2],[y1,y2] set of coordinates for the
arrow annotation.
77 xarr=axPos (1)+axPos (3)*([0,a3(1)]-xlim (1))/(xlim (2)-
xlim (1));
78 yarr=axPos (2)+axPos (4)*([0,a3(2)]-ylim (1))/(ylim (2)-
ylim (1));
79 %this is to keep the annotation function from
getting grumpy about
80 %the length of the arrow:
81 hold on;
82 if abs(xarr (2))>1
83 xarr (2) =1;
84 axis='arrow incorrect ';
85 end
86 if abs(yarr (2))>1
87 yarr (2) =1;
88 axis='arrow incorrect ';
157
89 end
90 annotation('arrow ',xarr ,yarr);

















105 if axis ~= ' '
106 text(tx,ty,axis ,'FontSize ',fontsize ,'FontWeight









115 %% Function to get cross product
116 function xout=crossProd(x1,x2)





1 function v=angToorth(T1 ,T2)
2
3 %hkl where T1 is the angle between the vector and the z
axis and T2 is the
4 %angle between the projection of the vector on the x-y




8 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
9
10 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
11 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
12
13 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
14 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
15 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
16 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
17 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
18
19 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
20 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
21 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
22 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
23 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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24 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
25 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
26 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
27 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
28 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
29
30 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
31 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,





















7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
8 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
9
10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
161
28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
29 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
30
31 %Convert a [uvw] to orthonormal coordinates (x,y,z).
32 v=(CM1*uvw)/norm(CM1*uvw);
33 if abs(v(1)) <.0000001
34 v(1) =0;
35 end
36 if abs(v(2)) <.0000001
37 v(2) =0;
38 end





1 function [phi ,theta]= UVWToAng(uvw ,CM1)





6 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
7
8 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
9 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
10
11 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
12 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
13 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
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14 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
15 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
16
17 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
18 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
19 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
20 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
21 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
22 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
23 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
24 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
25 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
26 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
27
28 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
29 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
30 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
31
32 vtmp=UVWToorth(CM1 ,uvw);
33 %obtain phi and theta using the orthonormal vector , vtmp
.




1 function WriteTwoDCSV(matrix1 ,temps ,outputfilename)
2 %Format matrix1 as side -by-side matrix and write to
outputfilename.csv in




7 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
8
9 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
10 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
11
12 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
13 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
14 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
15 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
16 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
17
18 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
19 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
20 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
21 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
22 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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23 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
24 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
25 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
26 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
27 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
28
29 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
30 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
31 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
32
33 cntr =1;
34 for i=1: size(matrix1 ,3)







42 for i=1: length(temps)
43 strpart=num2str(temps(i));
44 header1=strcat(header1 ,strpart ,',',strpart ,',');
45 header2=strcat(header2 ,'x,y,');
46 end
47 fidpath=strcat(outputfilename ,'.csv ');
48 fid1=fopen(fidpath ,'wt ');
49 fprintf(fid1 ,'%s\n',header1);
50 fprintf(fid1 ,'%s\n',header2);












5 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
6
7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
8 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
9
10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
29 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
30




35 alpha=getLPTemp(lsfits.alpha ,Temp)*(pi /180);
36 beta=getLPTemp(lsfits.beta ,Temp)*(pi/180);














50 %Truncation error elimination
167
51 %any number less than 1e-10 is effectively zero.
52 if H<=10^ -10
53 H=0;
54 end
55 if K<=10^ -10
56 K=0;
57 end





63 %% Retrive lattice parameters for a temperature
64 function lpout=getLPTemp(fit1 ,T1)
65 lpoutln =0;
66 T0=25;
67 for ctr1 =1: length(fit1)






1 function x = tinvfree(p,v);
2 % TINV Inverse of Student 's T cumulative distribution
function (cdf).
3 % X=TINV(P,V) returns the inverse of Student 's T cdf
with V degrees
4 % of freedom , at the values in P.
5 %
6 % The size of X is the common size of P and V. A
scalar input




9 % This is an open source function that was assembled by
Eric Maris using
10 % open source subfunctions found on the web.
11
12 % $Log: tinv.m,v $
13 % Revision 1.5 2006/01/05 12:06:06 erimar
14 % This is an open source function that was assembled by
Eric Maris using
15 % open source subfunctions found on the web. This
function should behave
16 % as TINV.M of the Matlab Statistics Toolbox. A previous
version of this




20 if nargin < 2,
21 error('Requires two input arguments.');
22 end
23
24 [errorcode p v] = distchck(2,p,v);
25
26 if errorcode > 0




30 % Initialize X to zero.
31 x=zeros(size(p));
32
33 k = find(v < 0 | v ~= round(v));
34 if any(k)
35 tmp = NaN;
36 x(k) = tmp(ones(size(k)));
37 end
38
39 k = find(v == 1);
40 if any(k)
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41 x(k) = tan(pi * (p(k) - 0.5));
42 end
43
44 % The inverse cdf of 0 is -Inf , and the inverse cdf of 1
is Inf.
45 k0 = find(p == 0);
46 if any(k0)
47 tmp = Inf;
48 x(k0) = -tmp(ones(size(k0)));
49 end
50 k1 = find(p ==1);
51 if any(k1)
52 tmp = Inf;
53 x(k1) = tmp(ones(size(k1)));
54 end
55
56 k = find(p >= 0.5 & p < 1);
57 if any(k)
58 z = betainv (2*(1-p(k)),v(k)/2 ,0.5);
59 x(k) = sqrt(v(k) ./ z - v(k));
60 end
61
62 k = find(p < 0.5 & p > 0);
63 if any(k)
64 z = betainv (2*(p(k)),v(k)/2 ,0.5);




69 % SUBFUNCTION distchck
70
71
72 function [errorcode ,varargout] = distchck(nparms ,
varargin)
73 %DISTCHCK Checks the argument list for the probability
functions.
74
75 errorcode = 0;
170
76 varargout = varargin;
77




82 % Get size of each input , check for scalars , copy to
output
83 isscalar = (cellfun('prodofsize ',varargin) == 1);
84
85 % Done if all inputs are scalars. Otherwise fetch their
common size.
86 if (all(isscalar)), return; end
87
88 n = nparms;
89
90 for j=1:n
91 sz{j} = size(varargin{j});
92 end
93 t = sz(~ isscalar);
94 size1 = t{1};
95
96 % Scalars receive this size. Other arrays must have the
proper size.
97 for j=1:n
98 sizej = sz{j};
99 if (isscalar(j))
100 t = zeros(size1);
101 t(:) = varargin{j};
102 varargout{j} = t;
103 elseif (~ isequal(sizej ,size1))





109 % SUBFUNCTION betainv
110
171
111 function x = betainv(p,a,b);
112 %BETAINV Inverse of the beta cumulative distribution
function (cdf).
113 % X = BETAINV(P,A,B) returns the inverse of the beta
cdf with
114 % parameters A and B at the values in P.
115 %
116 % The size of X is the common size of the input
arguments. A scalar input
117 % functions as a constant matrix of the same size as
the other inputs.
118 %




122 % [1] M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun , "Handbook
of Mathematical
123 % Functions", Government Printing Office , 1964.
124
125 % B.A. Jones 1-12-93
126
127 if nargin < 3,
128 error('Requires three input arguments.');
129 end
130
131 [errorcode p a b] = distchck(3,p,a,b);
132
133 if errorcode > 0




137 % Initialize x to zero.
138 x = zeros(size(p));
139
140 % Return NaN if the arguments are outside their
respective limits.
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141 k = find(p < 0 | p > 1 | a <= 0 | b <= 0);
142 if any(k),
143 tmp = NaN;
144 x(k) = tmp(ones(size(k)));
145 end
146
147 % The inverse cdf of 0 is 0, and the inverse cdf of 1 is
1.
148 k0 = find(p == 0 & a > 0 & b > 0);
149 if any(k0),
150 x(k0) = zeros(size(k0));
151 end
152
153 k1 = find(p==1);
154 if any(k1),
155 x(k1) = ones(size(k1));
156 end
157
158 % Newton 's Method.
159 % Permit no more than count_limit interations.
160 count_limit = 100;
161 count = 0;
162
163 k = find(p > 0 & p < 1 & a > 0 & b > 0);
164 pk = p(k);
165
166 % Use the mean as a starting guess.
167 xk = a(k) ./ (a(k) + b(k));
168
169
170 % Move starting values away from the boundaries.
171 if xk == 0,
172 xk = sqrt(eps);
173 end
174 if xk == 1,





179 h = ones(size(pk));
180 crit = sqrt(eps);
181
182 % Break out of the iteration loop for the following:
183 % 1) The last update is very small (compared to x).
184 % 2) The last update is very small (compared to 100* eps
).
185 % 3) There are more than 100 iterations. This should
NEVER happen.
186
187 while(any(abs(h) > crit * abs(xk)) & max(abs(h)) > crit
...
188 & count < count_limit),
189
190 count = count +1;
191 h = (betacdf(xk,a(k),b(k)) - pk) ./ betapdf(xk ,a(k),
b(k));
192 xnew = xk - h;
193
194 % Make sure that the values stay inside the bounds.
195 % Initially , Newton 's Method may take big steps.
196 ksmall = find(xnew < 0);
197 klarge = find(xnew > 1);
198 if any(ksmall) | any(klarge)
199 xnew(ksmall) = xk(ksmall) /10;
200 xnew(klarge) = 1 - (1 - xk(klarge))/10;
201 end
202
203 xk = xnew;
204 end
205
206 % Return the converged value(s).
207 x(k) = xk;
208
209 if count== count_limit ,
210 fprintf('\nWarning: BETAINV did not converge .\n');
211 str = 'The last step was: ';
174





217 % SUBFUNCTION betapdf
218
219 function y = betapdf(x,a,b)
220 %BETAPDF Beta probability density function.
221 % Y = BETAPDF(X,A,B) returns the beta probability
density
222 % function with parameters A and B at the values in X.
223 %
224 % The size of Y is the common size of the input
arguments. A scalar input




228 % [1] M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun , "Handbook of
Mathematical
229 % Functions", Government Printing Office , 1964,
26.1.33.
230
231 if nargin < 3,
232 error('Requires three input arguments .');
233 end
234
235 [errorcode x a b] = distchck(3,x,a,b);
236
237 if errorcode > 0




241 % Initialize Y to zero.
242 y = zeros(size(x));
243
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244 % Return NaN for parameter values outside their
respective limits.
245 k1 = find(a <= 0 | b <= 0 | x < 0 | x > 1);
246 if any(k1)
247 tmp = NaN;
248 y(k1) = tmp(ones(size(k1)));
249 end
250
251 % Return Inf for x = 0 and a < 1 or x = 1 and b < 1.
252 % Required for non -IEEE machines.
253 k2 = find((x == 0 & a < 1) | (x == 1 & b < 1));
254 if any(k2)
255 tmp = Inf;
256 y(k2) = tmp(ones(size(k2)));
257 end
258
259 % Return the beta density function for valid parameters.
260 k = find (~(a <= 0 | b <= 0 | x <= 0 | x >= 1));
261 if any(k)




265 % SUBFUNCTION betacdf
266
267 function p = betacdf(x,a,b);
268 %BETACDF Beta cumulative distribution function.
269 % P = BETACDF(X,A,B) returns the beta cumulative
distribution
270 % function with parameters A and B at the values in X.
271 %
272 % The size of P is the common size of the input
arguments. A scalar input
273 % functions as a constant matrix of the same size as
the other inputs.
274 %




278 % [1] M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun , "Handbook of
Mathematical
279 % Functions", Government Printing Office , 1964,
26.5.
280
281 if nargin < 3,
282 error('Requires three input arguments .');
283 end
284
285 [errorcode x a b] = distchck(3,x,a,b);
286
287 if errorcode > 0




291 % Initialize P to 0.
292 p = zeros(size(x));
293
294 k1 = find(a<=0 | b<=0);
295 if any(k1)
296 tmp = NaN;
297 p(k1) = tmp(ones(size(k1)));
298 end
299
300 % If is X >= 1 the cdf of X is 1.
301 k2 = find(x >= 1);
302 if any(k2)
303 p(k2) = ones(size(k2));
304 end
305
306 k = find(x > 0 & x < 1 & a > 0 & b > 0);
307 if any(k)




311 % Make sure that round -off errors never make P greater
than 1.
312 k = find(p > 1);
313 p(k) = ones(size(k));
A.12 symmetrysort.m
1 function Temps_from_Data = symmetrysort(datin)
2 %Sorts Input structure values based on symmetry
3 Temps_from_Data=datin;
4 for i=1: length(datin)
5 for j=1: length(datin(i).chem)
6 switch lower(datin(i).chem(j).structure)






















































































9 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
10
11 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
12 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
13
14 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
15 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
16 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
180
17 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
18 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
19
20 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
21 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
22 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
23 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
24 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
25 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
26 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
27 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
28 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
29 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
30
31 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
32 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
33 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
34
35 %to uncomplicate things:
36 indexlist =[1:1: length(InputTempFile)];
37 for i=1: length(InputTempFile)
38 templist(i)=InputTempFile(i).temp.tempC;
39 end
40 %re-index the templist:
181
41 [sorted ,indlist ]=sort(templist);
42 SortedTemps=InputTempFile(indlist (:));









5 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
6
7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
8 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
9
10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
29 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
30
31 %Obtain monitor screen size to suitably size figures and
movie.
32 ssize=get(0,'ScreenSize ');










43 i=figure('Position ',[(( ssize (3) /2) -(ssize (3) *3/8))
((ssize (4) /2) -(ssize (4) *3/8)) xscreen yscreen ]);
44 xdata=zeros (101 ,101);
45 ydata=zeros (101 ,101);
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46 zdata=zeros (101 ,101);
47 cdata=zeros (101 ,101);




50 surf(xdata ,ydata ,zdata ,cdata ,'FaceColor ','interp ','
FaceLighting ','phong ');
51 view (160 ,10)
52 axis([- axismaximum axismaximum -axismaximum
axismaximum -axismaximum axismaximum ])
53 axis square




57 set(gca , 'FontSize ',fontsize);
58 title(figtitle ,'FontSize ',titlesize ,'FontWeight ','
bold ');
59 xlabel(strcat('X Thermal Expansion (1/',char (176) ,'C
) \times 10^{ -6} '));
60 ylabel(strcat('Y Thermal Expansion (1/',char (176) ,'C
) \times 10^{ -6} '));
61 zlabel(strcat('Z||c Thermal Expansion (1/',char (176)
,'C) \times 10^{ -6} '));
62 set(gca , 'ZTickLabel ',num2str(transpose(abs(get(gca
,'ZTick '))/10^ -6)));
63 set(gca , 'YTickLabel ',num2str(transpose(abs(get(gca
,'YTick '))/10^ -6)));
64 set(gca , 'XTickLabel ',num2str(transpose(abs(get(gca
,'XTick '))/10^ -6)));








5 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
6
7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
8 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
9
10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
29 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
30
31 %a1 is a vector in x,y,z coordinates
32 %T1 and T2 are theta and phi , respectively ...in degrees.
33






40 %Establish basic transformation matrices for rotation:
41 %Rx=[1,0,0;0,cos(t3),-sin(t3);0,sin(t3),cos(t3)];
42 Ry=[cos(t1),0,-sin(t1);0 1 0;sin(t1),0,cos(t1)];
43 Rz=[cos(t2),sin(t2) ,0;-sin(t2),cos(t2) ,0;0,0,1];
44 Rzz=[cos(t3),-sin(t3) ,0;sin(t3),cos(t3) ,0;0,0,1];
45 Ryy=[cos(t4),0,-sin(t4);0 1 0;sin(t4),0,cos(t4)];
46 %Rotate about the Z-axis and then about the Y-axis:
47 Rfv=Ryy*Rzz*Ry*Rz;
48




1 function [xs ,ys ,zs ,cs]= plotEllipsoid(V1,e1s)
2 %output x,y,z, and cmap coordinates for plotting an




56 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
7
8 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
9 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
10
11 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
12 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
13 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
14 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
15 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
16
17 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
18 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
19 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
20 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
21 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
22 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
23 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
24 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
25 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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26 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
27
28 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
29 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
30 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
31
32 %thermal expansion tensor of rank two.
33 q1 =[0:0.02:2]* pi;
34 q2 =[0:0.02:2]* pi;
35 [q1,q2]= meshgrid(q1,q2);
36 % get the radial values of the ellipsoid at q1 and q2
respectively









45 % plot the ellipsoid
46 %figure(num);
47 %mesh(x1,y1,z1);




52 % rotate the from the eigenvector axes to the original
axes
53 % define the original coordinates
54 C1=eye(3);




58 %define New point by applying rotation
59 xs=rot1 (1,1)*x1+rot1 (1,2)*y1+rot1 (1,3)*z1;
60 ys=rot1 (2,1)*x1+rot1 (2,2)*y1+rot1 (2,3)*z1;







1 function [V,D,valout ,t1 ,t2,x1,y1]= plotEllipse(M1,p1,
ConMat ,cmap ,LineSize)
2 % M1 is the matrix of the ellipsoid and p1 is the




6 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
7
8 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
9 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
10
11 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
12 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
13 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
14 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation




17 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
18 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
19 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
20 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
21 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
22 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
23 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
24 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
25 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
26 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
27
28 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
29 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
30 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
31
32 %% get the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
33 [t1,t2]= UVWToAng(p1,ConMat);
34 [valout ,Mf]= getCTEVect(M1,t1,t2);
35 Mplane=Mf(1:2 ,1:2);
36 [V,D]= eigenshuffle(Mplane);
37 t3 =[0:.01:2]* pi;




41 plot(x1,y1,'-','Color ',cmap ,'LineWidth ',LineSize);
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42 hold on;
43 axPos=get(gca ,'Position ');
44 xlim=get(gca ,'xLim ');









5 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
6
7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
8 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
9
10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
29 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
30
31 ssize=get(0,'ScreenSize ');










42 k=figure('Position ',[(( ssize (3) /2) -(ssize (3) *3/8)) ((
ssize (4)/2) -(ssize (4) *3/8)) xscreen yscreen ]);
43 [V,EVs]= eigenshuffle(TensorSet);
44 plot(Temps ,EVs ,':o');
45 evlegend=['E1 ';'E2 ';'E3 '];
46 legend(evlegend);
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47 title('Eigenvalues vs. Temperature ','FontSize ',titlesize
,'FontWeight ','bold ');
48 xlabel(strcat('Temperature (',char (176) ,'C)'),'FontSize
',fontsize);
49 ylabel('Eigenvalues ','FontSize ',fontsize);
50 set(gca ,'FontSize ',fontsize);
51 end
A.19 orthTohkl.m




5 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
6
7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
8 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
9
10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,







1 function [phi ,theta]= orthToAng(v1)









8 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
9 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
10
11 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
12 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
13 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
14 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
15 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
16
17 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
18 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
19 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
20 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
21 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
22 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
23 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
24 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
25 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
26 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
27
28 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
195
29 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
30 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
31
32 %Check to see if v1 is along the z axis
33
34 if abs(v1(1)) <.000001 && abs(v1(2)) <.000001
35 if v1(3) <0 && abs(v1(3)) >.000001
36 phi =180;
37 theta =0;



























7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
8 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
9
10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
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28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,




33 for i=1: length(ainvect1)
34 if abs(ainvect1(i)) < 1*10^ -12
35 ainvect1(i)=0;
36 end










47 % uvwa=HKLtoUVW(lsfits ,[apart1 ,apart2 ,apart3],Temp);
48 % uvwb=HKLtoUVW(lsfits ,[bpart1 ,bpart2 ,bpart3],Temp);
49 % uvwa1=num2str(uvwa (1));
50 % uvwa2=num2str(uvwa (2));
51 % uvwa3=num2str(uvwa (3));
52 % uvwb1=num2str(uvwb (1));
53 % uvwb2=num2str(uvwb (2));
54 % uvwb3=num2str(uvwb (3));
55 % name1a=strcat('hkl(',apart1 ,';',apart2 ,';',apart3 ,') ')
;
56 % name1b=strcat('uvw[',uvwa1 ,';',uvwa2 ,';',uvwa3 ,']');
57 % name2a=strcat('hkl(',bpart1 ,';',bpart2 ,';',bpart3 ,') ')
;
58 % name2b=strcat('uvw[',uvwb1 ,';',uvwb2 ,';',uvwb3 ,']');
59 hkla=HKLtoUVW(lsfits ,[apart1 ,apart2 ,apart3],Temp);








67 name1b=strcat('uvw(',apart1 ,';',apart2 ,';',apart3 ,') ');
68 name1a=strcat('hkl[',hkla1 ,';',hkla2 ,';',hkla3 ,']');
69 name2b=strcat('uvw(',bpart1 ,';',bpart2 ,';',bpart3 ,') ');
70 name2a=strcat('hkl[',hklb1 ,';',hklb2 ,';',hklb3 ,']');
71 name1 =[name1a ,char (10),name1b ];
72 name2 =[name2a ,char (10),name2b ];
73 end
A.22 MakeMovieFrames.m
1 function frameset=MakeMovieFrames(Temperature_List ,
Frames_Per_Second ,V1 ,e1s ,xscreen ,yscreen)
2 %% Function to create a set of frames for a movie of
the CTE quadratic
3 %surface. Developed by Zachary Jones on Jan 21,
2010.
4 %% frameset is the array of movie frames.
5 %%xdata , ydata , zdata , and cdata are X,Y,and Z
coordinates. C is just
6 %passed because it likes to feel important.
7 %% axismaximum is the maximum axis requirement. It
is used to set the
8 %axes all the same so the quadratic surface appears
to grow/shrink
9 %rather than stay the same size but have the axes
change.
10 %% Temperature_List is the list of temperatures to
plot.
11 %% Frames_Per_Second should be self -explanatory





16 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
17
18 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
19 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
20
21 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
22 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
23 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
24 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
25 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
26
27 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
28 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
29 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
30 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
31 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
32 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
33 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
34 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
35 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS




38 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
39 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
40 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
41
42 %Obtain the size of the screen currently being
worked on





48 xdata=zeros (101 ,101, TotalLength);
49 ydata=zeros (101 ,101, TotalLength);
50 zdata=zeros (101 ,101, TotalLength);
51 cdata=zeros (101 ,101, TotalLength);
















66 %Set the figure to be centered at 75% the size of
the screen.
67 h=figure('Position ',[(( ssize (3) /2) -(ssize (3) *3/8))
((ssize (4) /2) -(ssize (4) *3/8)) xscreen yscreen ]);
201
68 nlimit=length(Temperature_List);
69 for n=1: length(Temperature_List)




72 view (160 ,10)
73 %set the axes right
74 axis([- axismaximum axismaximum -axismaximum
axismaximum -axismaximum axismaximum ])
75 axis square
76 %set a UIUC -approved colormap :)
77 colormap ([1 ,.7 ,0;0 ,0 ,1]);
78 box on










86 %Correction , show temperatures as the title ,
updated every second.





90 title(figtitle ,'FontSize ',titlesize ,'FontWeight
','bold ');
91 %Label the axes
92 %xlabel(strcat('X Thermal Expansion (1/',char
(176) ,'C) \times 10^{-6}'));
93 %ylabel(strcat('Y Thermal Expansion (1/',char
(176) ,'C) \times 10^{-6}'));
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94 %zlabel(strcat('Z||c Thermal Expansion (1/',char
(176) ,'C) \times 10^{-6}'));
95 set(gca , 'ZTickLabel ',num2str(transpose(abs(get(
gca ,'ZTick '))/10^ -6)));
96 set(gca , 'YTickLabel ',num2str(transpose(abs(get(
gca ,'YTick '))/10^ -6)));
97 set(gca , 'XTickLabel ',num2str(transpose(abs(get(




101 set(gca ,'FontSize ',fontsize)
102 %Make it shiny!
103 camlight (40 ,45)
104 %get the frame
105 frameset(n)=getframe(h);
106 end
107 %add 5 seconds of the last frame for viewing
purposes.









5 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
6
7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without




10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
29 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
30
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31 %a,b,c,alpha ,beta , and gamma have to be calculated from


























54 %% Retrive lattice parameters for a temperature
55 function lpout=getLPTemp(fit1 ,T1)
56 lpoutln =0;
57 T0=25;
58 for ctr1 =1: length(fit1)








65 radian=degree *(pi /180);
66 end
A.24 hklToorth.m




5 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
6
7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
8 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
9
10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,




33 if abs(v(1)) <.0000001
34 v(1) =0;
35 end
36 if abs(v(2)) <.0000001
37 v(2) =0;
38 end











6 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
7
8 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
9 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
10
11 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
12 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
13 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
14 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
15 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
16
17 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
18 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
19 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
20 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
21 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
22 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
23 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
24 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
25 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS




28 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
29 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
30 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
31
32 %convert the hkl to orthonormal coordinates using the
Conversion Matrix
33 vtmp=hklToorth(CM1 ,hkl);
34 %obtain phi and theta using the orthonormal vector , vtmp
.
35 [phi ,theta ]= orthToAng(vtmp);
36 end
A.26 HKLExpansion.m
1 function Exp=HKLExpansion(conMat ,Tensors ,uvw ,Temps ,




5 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
6
7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
8 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
9
10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
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14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
29 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
30












42 for i=1: length(Temps)
43 if inUVW3 ==1
44 uvwc(:,:,i)=uvw;
45 else
46 uvwc(:,:,i)=HKLtoUVW(lsfits ,uvw ,Temps(i));
47 end
48 end
49 if inUVW3 ==1
50 inhkl=' Along uvw [';
51 string2='] vs. Temperature ';
52 else
53 inhkl=' Normal to hkl (';
54 string2=') vs. Temperature ';
55 end
56
57 for i=1: length(conMat)
58 vec(:,i)=UVWToorth(conMat(:,:,i),uvwc(:,:,i));
59 [a1(i),a2(i)]= orthToAng(vec(:,i));




63 k=figure('Position ',[(( ssize (3) /2) -(ssize (3) *3/8))
((ssize (4) /2) -(ssize (4) *3/8)) xscreen yscreen ]);
64 plot(Temps ,Exp ,':o');
65 string1='Thermal Expansion ';
66
67 catted=strcat(string1 ,inhkl ,num2str(uvw(1)),';',
num2str(uvw (2)) ,';',num2str(uvw (3)),string2);
68 title(catted ,'FontSize ',titlesize ,'FontWeight ','bold
');
69 xlabel(strcat('Temperature (',char (176) ,'C)'),'
FontSize ',fontsize);
70 ylabel(strcat('Thermal Expansion (1/',char (176) ,'C)
\times 10^{ -6} ') ,'FontSize ',fontsize);
211
71 set(gca , 'YTickLabel ',num2str(transpose(abs(get(gca
,'YTick '))/10^ -6)));
72 set(gca , 'XTickLabel ',num2str(transpose(abs(get(gca
,'XTick ')))));




2 %datout is output data
3 %dir1 is the directory location of the files of interest
4 %prefix1 is a common set of characters that are
contained at the start of a





9 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
10
11 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
12 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
13
14 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
15 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
16 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
17 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation




20 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
21 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
22 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
23 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
24 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
25 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
26 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
27 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
28 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
29 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
30
31 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
32 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
33 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
34
35 if ((~ strcmp(dir1(end) ,'\'))&&(~ strcmp(dir1(end) ,'/')))
36 dir1=strcat(dir1 ,'\');
37 end
38 %lst1=dir(strcat(dir1 ,prefix1 ,'*','.rrp '));
39 lst1=dir(strcat(dir1 ,'*.rrp '));
40
41 for ctr1 =1: length(lst1)
42 fid1=fopen(strcat(dir1 ,lst1(ctr1).name));
43 datout(ctr1).filename=lst1(ctr1).name;




47 tline = fgetl(fid1);
48 %disp(tline);
49 if ~ischar(tline), break , end
50 if strncmp('WPF Refinement Logs ',tline ,
length('WPF Refinement Logs ')), break ,
end
51 if length(tline) >5







58 tline = fgetl(fid1);
59 indx1=find(tline==':',1);
60 if ~isempty(indx1)
61 switch lower(tline (3:indx1 -1)
)
62 case 'cubic '
63 symgroup='Cubic ';
64 case 'tetragonal '
65 symgroup='Tetragonal
';
66 case 'orthorhombic '
67 symgroup='
Orthorhombic ';
68 case 'hexagonal '
69 symgroup='Hexagonal ';
70 case 'trigonal '
71 symgroup='Trigonal ';
72 case 'monoclinic '
73 symgroup='Monoclinic
';
74 case 'triclinic '
75 symgroup='Triclinic ';













86 tline = fgetl(fid1);
87 if length(tline) >=11
88 if strcmp(tline (1:11) ,' [x]
a = ')
89 break;
90 elseif strcmp(tline (1:11) ,'
































109 while (length(tline) <=9)||(~ strcmp(
tline (4:9) ,' h k l'))
110 tline = fgetl(fid1);
111 if ~ischar(tline), break , end
112 end
113 tline=fgetl(fid1);
114 % for ctr2 =1:11























137 for i=1: length(tline)
138 switch tline(i)
139 case ' '






145 case char (9)















































2 %gets the rotation matrix for converting from M2 axes to
M1 axes
3 % M2 is the old axis and M1 is the new axis such that Z
'=AZ when converting




8 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
9
10 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without




13 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
14 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
15 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
16 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
17 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
18
19 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
20 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
21 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
22 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
23 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
24 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
25 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
26 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
27 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
28 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
29
30 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
31 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
32 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
33
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1 function [valout ,Mf]= getCTEVect(M1,phi ,theta)
2 %get the thermal expansion in a direction where phi is
the angle
3 %between the vector and the z axis and theta is the
angle
4 %between the projection of the vector on the x-y plane




8 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
9
10 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
11 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
12
13 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
14 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
15 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
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16 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
17 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
18
19 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
20 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
21 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
22 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
23 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
24 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
25 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
26 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
27 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
28 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
29
30 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
31 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,






















1 function [avg1 ,Mf]= getCTEPlane(M1,T1,T2)
2
3 %get the average thermal expansion in a plane where T1
is the angle
4 %between the plane normal and the z axis and T2 is the
angle
5 %between the projection of the plane normal on the x-y




9 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
10
11 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
12 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
13
14 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
15 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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16 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
17 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
18 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
19
20 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
21 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
22 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
23 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
24 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
25 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
26 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
27 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
28 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
29 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
30
31 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
32 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,





38 R1=[cos(t1),0,-sin(t1);0 1 0;sin(t1),0,cos(t1)];
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67 for ctr1 =1: length(th1)
68 R3=[cos(th1(ctr1)*pi/180) , sin(th1(ctr1)*pi/180)

















1 function getCTEeigVecAngle(datin ,datname ,ordn ,temp1 ,
xtalvect)
2 % gets the angle between the eigenvetors of the thermal
expansion matrix
3 % and the crystallographic vector given. Inputs datin:
the data output
4 % from getPtTemp ,datname: The name of the phase of
interest ,ordn: the order
5 % to use when fitting the CTE of the hkl 's, temp1: a
list of temperatures
6 % to use when calculating the thermal expansion matrix ,
xtalvect: the hkl




11 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
12
13 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
14 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
15
16 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
17 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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18 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
19 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
20 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
21
22 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
23 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
24 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
25 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
26 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
27 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
28 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
29 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
30 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
31 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
32
33 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
34 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,




39 if ((sv1(1) ==3) &&(sv1(2) ==1))
40 refhkl=xtalvect;
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41 elseif ((sv1 (1) ==1) &&( sv1(2) ==3))
42 refhkl=xtalvect ';
43 else











53 for ctr1 =1: length(temp1)







60 vec1(ctr1 ,:)=t1(:,1) ';
61 vec2(ctr1 ,:)=t1(:,2) ';
62 vec3(ctr1 ,:)=t1(:,3) ';
63 crystv1(ctr1 ,:)=( invMat1*t1(:,1)) ';
64 crystv2(ctr1 ,:)=( invMat1*t1(:,2)) ';
65 crystv3(ctr1 ,:)=( invMat1*t1(:,3)) ';
66 refvec =( conMat1*refhkl);
67 %disp(refvec);
68 % disp(refvec);

















85 disp(sprintf('eigval =%e',eigtmp(ctr1 ,3)));
86 end
87 figure;
88 plot(temp1 ,ang1 ,'o-r');
89 figure;
90 plot(temp1 ,ang2 ,'o-g');
91 figure;















2 %datout is output data
3 %dir1 is the directory location of the files of interest
4 %prefix1 is a common set of characters that are
contained at the start of a
228





9 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
10
11 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
12 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
13
14 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
15 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
16 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
17 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
18 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
19
20 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
21 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
22 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
23 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
24 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
25 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
26 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
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27 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
28 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
29 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
30
31 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
32 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
33 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
34
35 if ((~ strcmp(dir1(end) ,'\'))&&(~ strcmp(dir1(end) ,'/')))
36 dir1=strcat(dir1 ,'\');
37 end
38 %lst1=dir(strcat(dir1 ,prefix1 ,'*','.csv '));
39 lst1=dir(strcat(dir1 ,'*.csv '));




44 disp(strcat('reading ... ',datout(ctr1).filename));
45 cnt2 =1;
46 while filedone ==0




51 if strncmp('!',tline ,length('!'))

















65 if bbb >0







72 case '!phase '
73 stuff=tline(n+1:end);
74 bbb=find(stuff==',',1);
75 if bbb >0




79 case '!symmetry '
80 stuff=tline(n+1:end);
81 bbb=find(stuff==',',1);
82 if bbb >0













































































1 function [corrpoints ,SS ,SSxy ,Rvals ]= getcorcoefs(Tensor)
2 %Obtains the correlation coefficients between all




6 corrpoints=zeros(tsize (1)*tsize (2),tsize (3));




10 for i=1: tsize (1)
11 for j=1: tsize (2)
12 for k=1: tsize (3)
13 %gather 3D matrix and store into a 2D matrix
14 corrpoints(counter ,k)=Tensor(i,j,k);
15 SS(counter)=SS(counter)+( corrpoints(counter ,
k)-mean(Tensor(i,j,:)))^2;
16 end







23 SSxy=zeros(tsize (1)*tsize (2),tsize (1)*tsize (2));
24 for i=1: tsize (1)*tsize (2)
25 for j=1: tsize (1)*tsize (2)










1 function evplotcut(V,D,valout ,fontsize ,ev1name ,ev2name)




6 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
234
78 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
9 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
10
11 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
12 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
13 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
14 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
15 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
16
17 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
18 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
19 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
20 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
21 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
22 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
23 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
24 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
25 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS




28 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
29 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,





35 axPos=get(gca ,'Position ');
36 xlim=get(gca ,'xLim ');
37 ylim=get(gca ,'yLim ');







45 xarr1=axPos (1)+axPos (3)*([0,x1]-xlim (1))/(xlim (2)-xlim
(1));
46 yarr1=axPos (2)+axPos (4)*([0,y1]-ylim (1))/(ylim (2)-ylim
(1));
47 annotation('arrow ',xarr1 ,yarr1);








55 %NOTE it was cos(textthetarad)/2) in this line
before ...as with all










64 text(tx,ty,ev1name ,'FontSize ',fontsize ,'FontWeight ','
bold ','BackgroundColor ',[1 1 1]);
65 %labeling the annotation arrows in the center just above
the arrow:
66 xarr2=axPos (1)+axPos (3)*([0,x2]-xlim (1))/(xlim (2)-xlim
(1));
67 yarr2=axPos (2)+axPos (4)*([0,y2]-ylim (1))/(ylim (2)-ylim
(1));













81 text(tx2 ,ty2 ,ev2name ,'FontSize ',fontsize ,'FontWeight ','
bold ','BackgroundColor ',[1 1 1]);
82 end
A.35 EVAngles.m
1 function [EVa1 ,EVa2 ,EVa3]= EVAngles(EVec ,EV,ConvMatrx ,
Temperature_List ,xtalvect ,lsfits ,inUVW)
2 % gets the angle between the eigenvetors of the thermal
expansion matrix
3 % and the crystallographic vector given. Inputs datin:
the data output
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4 % from getPtTemp ,datname: The name of the phase of
interest ,ordn: the order
5 % to use when fitting the CTE of the hkl 's,
Temperature_List: a list of temperatures
6 % to use when calculating the thermal expansion matrix ,
xtalvect: the hkl




11 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
12
13 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
14 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
15
16 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
17 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
18 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
19 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
20 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
21
22 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
23 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
24 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
25 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
26 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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27 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
28 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
29 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
30 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
31 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
32
33 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
34 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,




39 for ctr1 =1: length(Temperature_List)
40 if (inUVW ==1)








47 %[EVec ,EV]= eigenshuffle(TensorSet);
48 %eigtmp(:,:,ctr1)=diag(EV(ctr1))
49 vec1(ctr1 ,:)=EVec(:,1,ctr1) ';
50 vec2(ctr1 ,:)=EVec(:,2,ctr1) ';
51 vec3(ctr1 ,:)=EVec(:,3,ctr1) ';
52 crystv1(ctr1 ,:)=( invMat1(:,:,ctr1)*EVec(:,1,ctr1
))';
53 crystv2(ctr1 ,:)=( invMat1(:,:,ctr1)*EVec(:,2,ctr1
))';
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54 crystv3(ctr1 ,:)=( invMat1(:,:,ctr1)*EVec(:,3,ctr1
))';
55 %refvec =( ConvMatrx (:,:,ctr1)*refhkl);










66 %plot(Temperature_List ,ang1 ,'o-r',Temperature_List ,












78 angout=tmp1 (4) *180/pi;
79 end
A.36 EllipseWrap.m
1 function twodvals=EllipseWrap(TensorSet ,ConvMatrx ,
TempRanges ,aval ,bval ,cval ,lsfits ,xscreen ,yscreen ,
inUVW2)
2 %This function takes the set of CTE tensors calculated
in CTERun.m or an
3 %array of tensor matrices and uses them to plot 2-
dimensional ellipses
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4 %that are color mapped. It calculates a color map based
on the temperature ranges
5 %for every stepsize degrees.




10 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
11
12 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
13 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
14
15 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
16 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
17 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
18 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
19 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
20
21 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
22 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
23 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
24 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
25 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
26 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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27 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
28 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
29 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
30 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
31
32 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
33 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
34 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
35
36 %Default color starts off as blue.
37 ColorMaps =[0 0 1];
38 maxtemp=max(TempRanges)-min(TempRanges +1);
39 stepsize=TempRanges (2)-TempRanges (1);
40 TotalLength=length(TempRanges);
41 %CmapStepSize =1/ maxtemp*stepsize;
42 CmapStepSize=ColorMaps (1,3)/TotalLength;
43 LineWidthStepSize =1/ TotalLength;
44 LineWidth =0.75;
45 ssize=get(0,'ScreenSize ');










56 i=figure('Position ',[(( ssize (3) /2) -(ssize (3) *3/8))
((ssize (4) /2) -(ssize (4) *3/8)) xscreen yscreen ]);
57 for n=1:1: TotalLength
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68 %FIX THIS !!!
69 if ColorMaps (1,1) >1
70 ColorMaps (1,1)=1;
71 end




twodvals (:,1,n),twodvals (:,2,n)]= plotEllipse(
TensorSet (:,:,n),[avalc;bvalc;cvalc],
ConvMatrx (:,:,n),ColorMaps ,LineWidth);
76 % ColorMaps (1,1)=ColorMaps (1,1) -(CmapStepSize);
77 % ColorMaps (1,2)=ColorMaps (1,2) -(CmapStepSize);
78 % ColorMaps (1,3)=ColorMaps (1,3) -(CmapStepSize);
79 % LineWidth=LineWidth+LineWidthStepSize;
80 ColorMaps (1,1)=ColorMaps (1,1)+(
CmapStepSize);
81 ColorMaps (1,3)=ColorMaps (1,3) -(CmapStepSize);
82 end
83 ip1=addarrow4(TensorSet (:,:,1) ,[avalc;bvalc;cvalc],
ConvMatrx (:,:,1) ,[1;0;0],' ',fontsize);
84 ip2=addarrow4(TensorSet (:,:, TotalLength) ,[avalc;
bvalc;cvalc],ConvMatrx (:,:, TotalLength)
,[1;0;0],'a',fontsize);
85 ip3=addarrow4(TensorSet (:,:,1) ,[avalc;bvalc;cvalc],
ConvMatrx (:,:,1) ,[0;1;0],' ',fontsize);
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86 ip4=addarrow4(TensorSet (:,:, TotalLength) ,[avalc;
bvalc;cvalc],ConvMatrx (:,:, TotalLength)
,[0;1;0],'b',fontsize);
87 ip5=addarrow4(TensorSet (:,:,1) ,[avalc;bvalc;cvalc],
ConvMatrx (:,:,1) ,[0;0;1],' ',fontsize);










94 [ev1cname ,ev2cname ]= namevects(rotatedvect1 ,
rotatedvect2 ,lsfits ,TempRanges (1));
95 evplotcut(V(:,:,1),D(:,:,1),valout (1),fontsize ,
ev1cname ,ev2cname);
96 if (V(1,1,1) <0 && V(1,1, TotalLength) >0) || (V









99 [ev1hname ,ev2hname ]= namevects(rotatedvect3 ,
rotatedvect4 ,lsfits ,TempRanges(
TotalLength));



















108 string1='Thermal Expansion Ellipsoid Cross -Section ';
109 string3=strcat(num2str(aval) ,';',num2str(bval) ,';',
num2str(cval));
110 if inUVW2 ==1
111 string2=' Perpendicular to the [';
112 string4='] uvw Vector ';
113 else
114 string2=' in the (';
115 string4=') hkl Plane ';
116 end
117 fullstring=strcat(string1 ,string2 ,string3 ,string4);
118 title(fullstring ,'FontSize ',titlesize ,'FontWeight ','
bold ');
119 xlabel(strcat('Thermal Expansion (1/',char (176) ,'C)
\times 10^{ -6} '));
120 ylabel(strcat('Thermal Expansion (1/',char (176) ,'C)
\times 10^{ -6} '));
121 set(gca ,'FontSize ',fontsize);
122 %set tick labels
123 set(gca , 'YTickLabel ',num2str(transpose(abs(get(gca
,'YTick '))/10^ -6)));





1 function [Vseq ,Dseq] = eigenshuffle(Asequence)
2 % eigenshuffle: Consistent sorting for an eigenvalue/
vector sequence
3 % [Vseq ,Dseq] = eigenshuffle(Asequence)
4 %
5 % Includes munkres.m (by gracious permission from Yi Cao
)
6 % to choose the appropriate permutation. This greatly
7 % enhances the speed of eigenshuffle over my previous
8 % release.
9 %
10 % http :// www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange
/20652
11 %
12 % Arguments: (input)
13 % Asequence - an array of eigenvalue problems. If
14 % Asequence is a 3-d numeric array , then each
15 % plane of Asequence must contain a square
16 % matrix that will be used to call eig.
17 %
18 % Eig will be called on each of these matrices
19 % to produce a series of eigenvalues/vectors ,
20 % one such set for each eigenvalue problem.
21 %
22 % Arguments: (Output)
23 % Vseq - a 3-d array (pxpxn) of eigenvectors. Each
24 % plane of the array will be sorted into a
25 % consistent order with the other eigenvalue
26 % problems. The ordering chosen will be one
27 % that maximizes the energy of the consecutive
28 % eigensystems relative to each other.
29 %
30 % Dseq - pxn array of eigen values , sorted in order
31 % to be consistent with each other and with the




35 % Efun = @(t) [1 2*t+1 t^2 t^3;2*t+1 2-t t^2 1-t^3; ...
36 % t^2 t^2 3-2*t t^2;t^3 1-t^3 t^2 4-3*t];
37 %
38 % Aseq = zeros (4,4,21);
39 % for i = 1:21
40 % Aseq(:,:,i) = Efun((i-11) /10);
41 % end
42 % [Vseq ,Dseq] = eigenshuffle(Aseq);
43 %
44 % To see that eigenshuffle has done its work correctly ,
45 % look at the eigenvalues in sequence , after the shuffle
.
46 %
47 % t = ( -1:.1:1) ';
48 % [t,Dseq ']
49 % ans =
50 % -1 8.4535 5 2.3447
0.20181
51 % -0.9 7.8121 4.7687 2.3728
0.44644
52 % -0.8 7.2481 4.56 2.3413
0.65054
53 % -0.7 6.7524 4.3648 2.2709
0.8118
54 % -0.6 6.3156 4.1751 2.1857
0.92364
55 % -0.5 5.9283 3.9855 2.1118
0.97445
56 % -0.4 5.5816 3.7931 2.0727
0.95254
57 % -0.3 5.2676 3.5976 2.0768
0.858
58 % -0.2 4.9791 3.3995 2.1156
0.70581
59 % -0.1 4.7109 3.2 2.1742
0.51494
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60 % 0 4.4605 3 2.2391
0.30037
61 % 0.1 4.2302 2.8 2.2971
0.072689
62 % 0.2 4.0303 2.5997 2.3303
-0.16034
63 % 0.3 3.8817 2.4047 2.3064
-0.39272
64 % 0.4 3.8108 2.1464 2.2628
-0.62001
65 % 0.5 3.8302 1.8986 2.1111
-0.83992
66 % 0.6 3.9301 1.5937 1.9298
-1.0537
67 % 0.7 4.0927 1.2308 1.745
-1.2685
68 % 0.8 4.3042 0.82515 1.5729
-1.5023
69 % 0.9 4.5572 0.40389 1.4272
-1.7883
70 % 1 4.8482 -8.0012e-16 1.3273
-2.1755
71 %
72 % Here , the columns are the shuffled eigenvalues.
73 % See that the second eigenvalue goes to zero , but
74 % the third eigenvalue remains positive. We can plot
75 % eigenvalues and see that they have crossed , near
76 % t = 0.35 in Efun.
77 %
78 % plot (-1:.1:1,Dseq ')
79 %
80 % For a better appreciation of what eigenshuffle did ,
81 % compare the result of eig directly on Efun (.3) and
82 % Efun (.4). Thus:
83 %
84 % [V3,D3] = eig(Efun (.3))
85 % V3 =
86 % -0.74139 0.53464 -0.23551 0.3302
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87 % 0.64781 0.4706 -0.16256 0.57659
88 % 0.0086542 -0.44236 -0.89119 0.10006
89 % -0.17496 -0.54498 0.35197 0.74061
90 %
91 % D3 =
92 % -0.39272 0 0 0
93 % 0 2.3064 0 0
94 % 0 0 2.4047 0
95 % 0 0 0 3.8817
96 %
97 % [V4,D4] = eig(Efun (.4))
98 % V4 =
99 % -0.73026 0.19752 0.49743 0.42459
100 % 0.66202 0.21373 0.35297 0.62567
101 % 0.013412 -0.95225 0.25513 0.16717
102 % -0.16815 -0.092308 -0.75026 0.63271
103 %
104 % D4 =
105 % -0.62001 0 0 0
106 % 0 2.1464 0 0
107 % 0 0 2.2628 0
108 % 0 0 0 3.8108
109 %
110 % With no sort or shuffle applied , look at V3(:,3). See
111 % that it is really closest to V4(:,2), but with a sign
112 % flip. Since the signs on the eigenvectors are
arbitrary ,
113 % the sign is changed , and the most consistent sequence
114 % will be chosen. By way of comparison , see how the
115 % eigenvectors in Vseq have been shuffled , the signs
116 % swapped appropriately.
117 %
118 % Vseq (:,:,14)
119 % ans =
120 % 0.3302 0.23551 -0.53464 0.74139
121 % 0.57659 0.16256 -0.4706 -0.64781
122 % 0.10006 0.89119 0.44236 -0.0086542
123 % 0.74061 -0.35197 0.54498 0.17496
249
124 %
125 % Vseq (:,:,15)
126 % ans =
127 % 0.42459 -0.19752 -0.49743 0.73026
128 % 0.62567 -0.21373 -0.35297 -0.66202
129 % 0.16717 0.95225 -0.25513 -0.013412
130 % 0.63271 0.092308 0.75026 0.16815
131 %
132 % See also: eig
133 %
134 % Author: John D'Errico
135 % e-mail: woodchips@rochester.rr.com
136 % Release: 3.0
137 % Release date: 2/18/09
138
139 % Is Asequence a 3-d array?
140 Asize = size(Asequence);
141 if (Asize (1)~= Asize (2))
142 error('Asequence must be a (pxpxn) array of eigen -
problems , each of size pxp ')
143 end
144 p = Asize (1);
145 if length(Asize)<3
146 n = 1;
147 else
148 n = Asize (3);
149 end
150
151 % the initial eigenvalues/vectors in nominal order
152 Vseq = zeros(p,p,n);
153 Dseq = zeros(p,n);
154 for i = 1:n
155 [V,D] = eig(Asequence (:,:,i));
156 D = diag(D);
157 % initial ordering is purely in decreasing order.
158 % If any are complex , the sort is in terms of the
159 % real part.
160 [junk ,tags] = sort(real(D),1,'descend ');
250
161
162 Dseq(:,i) = D(tags);
163 Vseq(:,:,i) = V(:,tags);
164 end
165
166 % was there only one eigenvalue problem?
167 if n < 2
168 % we can quit now , having sorted the eigenvalues




173 % now , treat each eigenproblem in sequence (after
174 % the first one.)
175 for i = 2:n
176 % compute distance between systems
177 V1 = Vseq(:,:,i-1);
178 V2 = Vseq(:,:,i);
179 D1 = Dseq(:,i-1);
180 D2 = Dseq(:,i);




185 % Is there a best permutation? use munkres.
186 % much faster than my own mintrace , munkres
187 % is used by gracious permission from Yi Cao.
188 reorder = munkres(dist);
189
190 Vseq(:,:,i) = Vseq(:,reorder ,i);
191 Dseq(:,i) = Dseq(reorder ,i);
192
193 % also ensure the signs of each eigenvector pair
194 % were consistent if possible
195 S = squeeze(real(sum(Vseq(:,:,i-1).*Vseq(:,:,i) ,1))) <
0;





200 % end mainline
201 % =================
202 % begin subfunctions
203 % =================
204
205 function d = distancematrix(vec1 ,vec2)
206 % simple interpoint distance matrix
207 [vec1 ,vec2] = ndgrid(vec1 ,vec2);
208 d = abs(vec1 - vec2);
209
210 function [assignment ,cost] = munkres(costMat)
211 % MUNKRES Munkres (Hungarian) Algorithm for Linear
Assignment Problem.
212 %
213 % [ASSIGN ,COST] = munkres(COSTMAT) returns the optimal
column indices ,
214 % ASSIGN assigned to each row and the minimum COST based
on the assignment
215 % problem represented by the COSTMAT , where the (i,j)th
element represents the cost to assign the jth
216 % job to the ith worker.
217 %
218
219 % This is vectorized implementation of the algorithm. It
is the fastest
220 % among all Matlab implementations of the algorithm.
221
222 % Examples
223 % Example 1: a 5 x 5 example
224 %{
225 [assignment ,cost] = munkres(magic (5));
226 disp(assignment); % 3 2 1 5 4
227 disp(cost); %15
228 %}







235 toc % about 2 seconds
236 %}
237 % Example 3: rectangular assignment with inf costs
238 %{





244 % "Munkres ' Assignment Algorithm , Modified for
Rectangular Matrices",
245 % http :// csclab.murraystate.edu/bob.pilgrim /445/ munkres.
html
246
247 % version 2.0 by Yi Cao at Cranfield University on 10th
July 2008
248
249 assignment = zeros(1,size(costMat ,1));
250 cost = 0;
251
252 costMat(costMat ~= costMat)=Inf;
253 validMat = costMat <Inf;
254 validCol = any(validMat ,1);
255 validRow = any(validMat ,2);
256
257 nRows = sum(validRow);
258 nCols = sum(validCol);





264 maxv =10* max(costMat(validMat));
265
253
266 dMat = zeros(n) + maxv;
267 dMat (1:nRows ,1: nCols) = costMat(validRow ,validCol);
268
269 %




274 % STEP 1: Subtract the row minimum from each row.
275 minR = min(dMat ,[],2);
276 minC = min(bsxfun(@minus , dMat , minR));
277
278 %
279 % STEP 2: Find a zero of dMat. If there are no starred
zeros in its
280 % column or row start the zero. Repeat for
each zero
281 %
282 zP = dMat == bsxfun(@plus , minC , minR);
283










294 % STEP 3: Cover each column with a starred zero. If
all the columns are
295 % covered then the matching is maximum
296 %
297 if all(starZ >0)
298 break
299 end
300 coverColumn = false(1,n);
254
301 coverColumn(starZ(starZ >0))=true;
302 coverRow = false(n,1);
303 primeZ = zeros(n,1);
304 [rIdx , cIdx] = find(dMat(~coverRow ,~ coverColumn)==




307 % STEP 4: Find a noncovered zero and prime it.
If there is no starred
308 % zero in the row containing this
primed zero , Go to Step 5.
309 % Otherwise , cover this row and
uncover the column containing
310 % the starred zero. Continue in this
manner until there are no
311 % uncovered zeros left. Save the
smallest uncovered value and
312 % Go to Step 6.
313 %
314 cR = find(~ coverRow);
315 cC = find(~ coverColumn);
316 rIdx = cR(rIdx);
317 cIdx = cC(cIdx);
318 Step = 6;
319 while ~isempty(cIdx)
320 uZr = rIdx (1);
321 uZc = cIdx (1);
322 primeZ(uZr) = uZc;
323 stz = starZ(uZr);
324 if ~stz
325 Step = 5;
326 break;
327 end
328 coverRow(uZr) = true;
329 coverColumn(stz) = false;
330 z = rIdx==uZr;
331 rIdx(z) = [];
255
332 cIdx(z) = [];
333 cR = find(~ coverRow);
334 z = dMat(~coverRow ,stz) == minR(~ coverRow) +
minC(stz);
335 rIdx = [rIdx (:);cR(z)];
336 cIdx = [cIdx (:);stz(ones(sum(z) ,1))];
337 end
338 if Step == 6
339 %
340 % STEP 6: Add the minimum uncovered value to
every element of each covered
341 % row , and subtract it from every
element of each uncovered column.
342 % Return to Step 4 without altering
any stars , primes , or covered lines.
343 %
344 [minval ,rIdx ,cIdx]= outerplus(dMat(~coverRow
,~ coverColumn),minR(~ coverRow),minC(~
coverColumn));
345 minC(~ coverColumn) = minC(~ coverColumn) +
minval;






352 % STEP 5:
353 % Construct a series of alternating primed and
starred zeros as
354 % follows:
355 % Let Z0 represent the uncovered primed zero found
in Step 4.
356 % Let Z1 denote the starred zero in the column of
Z0 (if any).
357 % Let Z2 denote the primed zero in the row of Z1 (
there will always
256
358 % be one). Continue until the series terminates at
a primed zero
359 % that has no starred zero in its column. Unstar
each starred
360 % zero of the series , star each primed zero of the
series , erase
361 % all primes and uncover every line in the matrix.
Return to Step 3.
362 %
363 rowZ1 = find(starZ==uZc);
364 starZ(uZr)=uZc;
365 while rowZ1 >0
366 starZ(rowZ1)=0;
367 uZc = primeZ(rowZ1);
368 uZr = rowZ1;





374 % Cost of assignment
375 rowIdx = find(validRow);
376 colIdx = find(validCol);
377 starZ = starZ (1: nRows);
378 vIdx = starZ <= nCols;
379 assignment(rowIdx(vIdx)) = colIdx(starZ(vIdx));
380 cost = trace(costMat(assignment >0, assignment(assignment
>0)));
381













394 [rIdx ,cIdx]=find(M== minval);
A.38 calclst.m
1 function [fitlines ,residuals ]= calclsfit(





5 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
6
7 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
8 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
9
10 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
11 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
12 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
13 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
14 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
15
16 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
17 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
18 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
258
19 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
20 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
21 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
22 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
23 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
24 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
25 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
26
27 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
28 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,







36 %Grab lattice parameters and temps from input files
37 for n=1: length(Temps_from_Data)















































73 %Create Polynomial Fit Data
260






























97 for n=1: length(TempRange)
98 T1=TempRange(n);























116 %Now calculate coefficient of determination:








125 fitlinesalphad(n)=exp(polyval(fitsalpha ,T1 -T0));
126 alpharesid(n)=realparams.alpha(n)-fitlinesalphad
(n);
127 fitlinesbetad(n)=exp(polyval(fitsbeta ,T1 -T0));
128 betaresid(n)=realparams.beta(n)-fitlinesbetad(n)
;











138 SSatotal =( length(realparams.a) -1)*var(realparams.a);
139 SSbtotal =( length(realparams.b) -1)*var(realparams.b);
140 SSctotal =( length(realparams.c) -1)*var(realparams.c);
141 SSalphatotal =( length(realparams.alpha) -1)*var(
realparams.alpha);
142 SSbetatotal =( length(realparams.beta) -1)*var(
realparams.beta);





147 rsqalpha =1-( SSalpharesid/SSalphatotal);
148 rsqbeta =1-( SSbetaresid/SSbetatotal);
















































1 function deltaout=calcconfbounds(delta ,x,S,confbound)
2 %Calculates delta at a confidence bound to assign as an
error estimate in a





7 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
8
9 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
10 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
11
12 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
13 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
14 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
15 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
16 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
17
18 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
19 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
20 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
21 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
22 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
23 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
24 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
25 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
26 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS




29 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
30 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
31 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.









2 %a1 is a vector in x,y,z coordinates




7 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
8
9 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
10 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
11
12 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
13 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
14 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
15 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
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16 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
17
18 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
19 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
20 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
21 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
22 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
23 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
24 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
25 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
26 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
27 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
28
29 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
30 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
31 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
32




37 %Establish basic transformation matrices for rotation:
38 %Rx=[1,0,0;0,cos(t3),-sin(t3);0,sin(t3),cos(t3)];
39 Ry=[cos(t1),0,-sin(t1);0 1 0;sin(t1),0,cos(t1)];
40 Rz=[cos(t2),sin(t2) ,0;-sin(t2),cos(t2) ,0;0,0,1];
267
41 %Rotate about the Z-axis and then about the Y-axis:
42 Rfv=Rz*Ry;
43




1 %Written by Ryan Haggerty , modified by Zach Jones
2 function datout=getPtTemp(datin ,RefTval)
3 %Using a room temperature reference of 20C, moves
through datin adjusting
4 %temperatures to closer -to-actual values using a RefTval
determined from a
5 %Platinum lattice constant when included in JADE .rrp
files. If no
6 %Platinum lattice constant exists , set RefTval equal to
zero within
7 %CTERun.m and adjust temperature when the option is
given during the




12 %Copyright (c) 2012, The Kriven Research Group. All
rights reserved.
13
14 %Redistribution and use in source and binary forms , with
or without
15 %modification , are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
16
17 %1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice , this
18 % list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
19 %2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
above copyright notice ,
268
20 % this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
in the documentation
21 % and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
22
23 %THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
24 %ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES , INCLUDING , BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
25 %WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
26 %DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
27 %ANY DIRECT , INDIRECT , INCIDENTAL , SPECIAL , EXEMPLARY ,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
28 %(INCLUDING , BUT NOT LIMITED TO , PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
29 %LOSS OF USE , DATA , OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
30 %ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY , WHETHER IN CONTRACT , STRICT
LIABILITY , OR TORT
31 %( INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
32 %SOFTWARE , EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
33
34 %The views and conclusions contained in the software and
documentation are those
35 %of the authors and should not be interpreted as
representing official policies ,
36 %either expressed or implied , of the FreeBSD Project.
37
38 for ctr1 =1: length(datin)
39 refNum1 =0;
40 if(length(datin(ctr1).chem)==2)
41 % Assumption that other phases don 't start with
P








49 [Tcal1 ,Terr1]= TempPt(aVal1 ,aErr1 ,RefTval);
50 end
51 datout(ctr1)=struct('filename ',datin(ctr1).
filename ,'chem ',datin(ctr1).chem ,...
52 'temp ',struct('tempC ',Tcal1 ,'tempErr ',Terr1)
);
53 elseif (length(datin(ctr1).chem) >2)
54 for ctr2 =1: length(datin(ctr1).chem)
55 % Assumption that other phases don 't start
with P






61 if refNum1 >0
62 aVal1=datin(ctr1).chem(refNum1).a;
63 aErr1=datin(ctr1).chem(refNum1).aErr;
64 [Tcal1 ,Terr1]= TempPt(aVal1 ,aErr1 ,RefTval);
65 datout(ctr1)=struct('filename ',datin(ctr1).
filename ,'chem ',datin(ctr1).chem ,...





filename ,'chem ',datin(ctr1).chem ,...






filename ,'chem ',datin(ctr1).chem ,...










85 function [Tcal ,Terr]= TempPt(aVal ,aErr ,RefTval)






92 PtDaa =((aVal -RefTval)/RefTvali)*100;
93 PtDaaErr =(( aVal+aErr -RefTval)/RefTvali)*100;
94 Tcal =(3.8274*( PtDaa ^3)) -(130.5739*( PtDaa ^2))
+(1101.6564*( PtDaa))+RefT;
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